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Plate 1, a. Maverick Springs, looking northeast. Erosion extending
into the Castile Formation. Red bed materials show onboth sides
of this draw, the small hill in the foreground being partly com-
posed of this material. Opp. p. 20.
Plate 1, b. Characteristically weathered and cavernous dolomite
(Rustler?) in the Virginia Draw near the Dot Prospect. The hill
in the background is covered with gypsite. Opp. p. 20. .
Plate 2, a. Dip of the bed rock (limestone or limy dolomite) in the
Virginia Draw, near the Dot Prospect. Bank above capped by
gypsite. Looking west. Rustler Hills inthe distance. Opp.p. 21.
Plate 2, b. Gypsum beds changing upward into gypsite in the Vir-
ginia Draw near the Dot Prospect. The gypsum beds are very
much broken up. Opp. p. 21.
Plate 3, a. Steam plant for extracting sulphur. Rustler Hills in the
background. Michigan Sulphur and Oil Co. Opp. p. 35.
Plate 3, b. Contact between dark, decomposed, cavernous, gypsifer-
ous sulphur-bearing material and the overlying gypsite, a short
distance above line drawn to show flexure. Michigan Sulphur and
Oil Co. Opp. p. 35.
Plate 4, a.' Entrance to the northeast drift at 16 in sketch map.
Showing contact between the dark, gypsiferous material and the
brown, earthy material above. There is a great deal of kaolin-like
sulphur in the dark material. A picked sample from the opposite
side of this drift contained 54.4 per cent of free sulphur. Michi-
gan Sulphur and Oil Co. Opp.p. 42.
Plate 4, b. Part of the workings of the Michigan Sulphur and Oil
Co. Looking north from the center of the south line of the north
forty acres,near the south edge of the depressed area. Extraction
plant in the left background. Photograph furnished by Mr. J. G.
Townes. Opp. p. 42.
Plate 5, a. Looking south from about the center of the Michigan
Sulphur and Oil Co.'s property. Rustler Hills in the background.
Gypsite covering in the foreground. Opp. p. 46.
Plate 5, b. Best showingof sulphur on the Cooksey Prospect. Brown
earthy siliceous material overlain by a thin capping of gypsite.
A picked sample from here contained 41.8 per cent of free sulphur.
Opp. p. 46.
Plate 6, a. Furnace on the Cooksey Prospect. Said to have pro-
duced 75 tons of sulphur; built about 1900. The foundation of
the furnace rests onCastile gypsum. Rustler Hills in the distance.
Opp. p. 47.
Plate 6, b. Stinking Seep. Looking to the northwest. A rusty
brown incrustation now being deposited here on the gypsite con-
tained 3.2 per cent of free sulphur. Typical Castile gypsum out-
crops in the vicinity. Opp. p. 52.
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Plate 7. Banded gypsum at the entrance of the incline on the east
side of the west hill. Grant Mines Property. Opp. p. 52.
Plate 8, a. Cliff onDelaware Creek, about one mile east of Delaware
Springs. May represent the transitionbeds between the Delaware
and the CastileFormation. Alternating limy and shaly beds down
to yellow sandstone at the water's edge. There are some 20 feet
of finely banded limestone at the top. Opp. p. 62.
Plate 8, b. Typical plain of the Delaware Formation. Looking east
from the top of a limestone-capped sandstonemesa. Edge of mesa
shows in the foreground. Opp. p. 62.
Plate 9. Map showing locations of the Rustler Springs Sulphur
deposits. Next cover.
Figure 1. Sketch map of the Michigan Sulphur and Oil Company's
property. P. 36.
Foreword
Early in1916, as a result of war conditions and the increased'
demand and higher price obtained for sulphur, the well-known
butneglectedsulphur deposits of "West Texas attracted the atten-
tion of promoters and considerable activity was aroused in their
development. Many promotion companies were organized,
mainly in the North, and much stock was offered for sale both
innorthern states and in Texas. Inquiries regarding the depos-
its and the probability of their commercial development were
received in this Bureau in such increasing numbers that it
seemed desirable that the Bureau should make a detailed inves-
tigationof the situation in Culberson county and the adjoining
region, and give to the public, in the form of a report from this
office, some reliable information regarding the- possibilities of
the sulphur deposits there.
In accordance with this desire, Dr. Emil Bose and Mr.. EL.
Porch, Jr., geologists of this Bureau, were sent out early in
November to make the necessary investigation. After having
looked over the field and advised with Mr. Porch as to the
work to be done, Dr. Bose, according to plans agreed upon,
returned to Austin and the work was left in the hands of Mr.
Porch,,who remained in the sulphur district until the latter part
of December. Mr. Porch made a careful examination of as.
much of the field as the time would allow. The results of his
work are presented in his carefully prepared report, which is-
herewith presented.
Taking a general view of the many anddetaileddescriptions-
given by Mr. Porch of the physical conditions indicated by the
occurrence of the sulphur itself,and judging byhis descriptions
of the different materials in which the sulphur is contained, one-
would appear to be justified insupposing that the originalsource
of the sulphur is to be looked for at considerable depth in the
underlying sediments and is most probably to be found in deep-
lying Permian and Pennsylvanian shales containing ironpyrite
and plentiful organic matter, undergoing slow heating, either
from imperceptible tectonic .movements or possibly from the ex-
istence of intrusive materials not yet cooled to the temperature-
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of the rocks into which they have been forced. Owing to such
existing temperature at depth, hydrogen sulphide and no doubt
also other gases, are, perhaps, slowly migrating through the
overlying rocks up to the surface and are quietly and slowly
escaping at a great number of places in the region. It would
be natural that gas escaping in this manner should follow the
most pervious places in the underlying rocks. It would also
be natural £hat accumulations of sulphur in the surface ma-
terial should be found to be generally dispersedsurficially and
that they should be found near the most pervious passages in
the 'greatest abundance. The sulphur in the surface materials
and insuch "chimneys" would represent that part of the escap-
ing gases which has been oxidized and reduced before escaping
into the atmosphere. The differences in the color of the mate-
rials in which the sulphur is now held apparently are due to
atmospheric reactions of oxidation and weathering. The .dark-
est matrix, usually lying deepest, as is so clearly set forth by
Mi\ Porch in his descriptions, probably owes its dark color to
the presence of organic material or to finely disseminated iron
sulphide, formed by the escaping gas. The brown and reddish
matrix, which is found commingled with the darker material,
but which in generaloverlies the latter, probablyowes its color
to the oxidation of the iron sulphide present in the dark under-
lying material, and is merely a changed condition of this ma-
terial, caused by the more ready access of the atmosphere/to
its uppermost zone. The gypsite, which forms the surface ma-
terial, is no doubt a true mantle rock distributed by the agency
of wind and water, being a mixture not only of transported
material on the surface, but also of disintegrated brown and
dark sulphur matrix in place, and of precipitates from the
evaporationof groundmoisture, usuallyknown as caliche.
If we take this view of the origin of these sulphur deposits
we have a ready explanationof the quite general distribution
of the sulphur in the surface materials. We can also expect that
while the surficial material may be found to contain some
sulphur almost everywhere, more or less sulphur will also be
found extending down to considerable depths in places where
the rock has been sufficiently porous to afford ready escape of
the gases. This deeper sulphur would form what have been
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called in other parts of the world, sulphur chimneys, and some
such deposits should also be expected to exist in this field,






The' sulphur deposits considered in this bulletin are located,
with three exceptions in the northeastern part of Culberson
County, formerly- part of El Paso County; the exceptions
noted being in Reeves County, about sixteen miles northwest
of Toyah. All of the other deposits lie in the area included
between latitude 31°-30' to 32°, and longitude 104° to 104°-
30'. Their distances from Orla, the nearest railroad station on
the Pecos Valley and Northeastern Railroad, which is about
forty-one miles northwest of Pecos, vary from fifteen to forty-
five miles, by automobile road. From Carlsbad, New Mexico,
it is fifty miles to the nearest sulphur deposit.
The existence of sulphur in this section has been known since
1854, when it was noticed in the bed of Delaware Creek, by
William P. Blake, geologist for an expedition sent out by the
United States War Department under the command of Capt.
John Pope.
A sample taken at the Delaware Springs contained 18.28 per
cent, of free sulphur and samples of water from the springs
were found to contain,among other things, considerable sodium
sulphide.*
Dr. Geo. G. Shumard, under date of Sept. 25, 1855, in "A
Partial Report on the Geology of West Texas,
''Part 11, Chapter
V, p. 92, mentions the spring at the head of Delaware Creek as
containing much hydrogen sulphide. In a paper by W. yon
Streeruwitz, on "Geology of Trans-Pecos Texas; Preliminary
Statement," First Ann. Report, Geological Survey of Texas,
1889,p. 226,sulphur is mentioned as among the list of minerals
noted in this region.
In the Third Annual Report of the Geological Survey of
Texas, 1891, W. F. Cummins states on page 165 of "A Report
on the Geography, Topography, and Geology of the Llano Esta-
cado or Staked Plains" that while camped at Castile Spring,,
they spent two days in search of a reportedbed of sulphur, but.
♥Explorationsand Surveys for a Railroad Route from the Mississippi River
to.the Pacific Ocean. U. S. War Pepartment,1853-4,Vol. 11, cited in Uni-
versity of Texas Mineray Survey, Bulletin No. 2; Report of Progress for
1901. Sulphur,Oil, and Quicksilver in Trans-Pecos Texas,pp. 27-42.
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were unable to locate same. On page 212, he speaks of a spring,
highly impregnated with sulphur, and containing hydrogen sul-
phide, at the head of Delaware Creek. On page 221, he speaks
of the flowing well at Toyah, 834 feet deep, which is reported
as yielding water impregnated with sulphur and common salt.
Prior to 1896, reports were made on this district by Dr.
Eugene A. Smith, Director of, the Alabama Geological Survey,
and by Mr. John E. Rothwell of Denver, Colorado. Dr. Smith
wrote a short account of some of the deposits for "Science."
This was published in Vol. 11l of that journal, No. 70, May
1,189*6.
The whole sulphur situation,in so far as it was known up to
that time, was well summarized by Dr. Wm. B. Phillips in the
University of Texas Mineral Survey Bulletin No. 2, "Report of
Progress for 1901; Sulphur, Oil and Quicksilver in Trans-Pecos
Texas," pages 27-42. Thjis report, unfortunately, has been out
of print for a number of years. It contains the article written
by Dr.Smith, for "Science," and also a report on the whole
area, prepared especiallyfor the Mineral Survey byMr.E.M.
Skeats of El Paso, Texas. Mr. Skeats was the first to notice
the presence of free sulphuric acidin the watersof this region.
In 1903, Mr. Geo. B.Richardson, of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, acting in co-operation with the University of
Texas Mineral Survey, did some work on these deposits in con-
nection with the general geologicmapping of this region. The
results of his work were published in the University of Texas
Mineral Survey Bulletin No. 9, November, 1904, "Report of a
Reconnaissance in Trans-Pecos Texas,' North of the Texas and
Pacific Railway," pages 68-71, by Geo. Burr Richardson.
In the Manufacturers' Record, of Baltimore, Md., December
7, 1916, there appeared anarticle on "The Sulphur Situation in
Culberson County," by Dr. "Wm. B.Phillips.
In addition to the reports above enumerated, anumber of pri-
vate reports have been made on this district. Several of these
have also been consulted in the preparation of this paper.
The Present Study
{ Inall, about five and a half weeks were spent in examining
this district for the present report. This work was done in the
fall of 191,6. All of the deposits where work was being done, or
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where considerable work had been done in the past, werestudied
indetail, and all other sulphur occurrences that could be located
were visited and examined.
,The deposits were examined with special reference to their
physical characteristics, and to their geologic relations, and
notes were taken on their relations to structure wherever this
could be ascertained.
Samples were taken from the various deposits, with the view
of securing some generalinformation on the sulphur content of
the deposits examined.
The desirability of figuring tonnages where much work had
been done was considered, but it was found impracticable, on
account of insufficient development,to accomplish any results of
value in this direction.
All points that might have any bearing on the possible origin
of the sulphur were also carefully looked into, and considered.
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Geology
The whole sulphur area.is a plain sloping gently to the east,
with the Bustler Hills, which trend slightly northeast-southwest,
rising some two hundred and fifty feet above the general level
of the gypsum plain on the west and the gypsum and alluvial
flats on the east. The area is thus divided into three unequal
parts; a larger relatively flat plain on the west, a hilly central
belt, and a smaller part of flat plain to the east. The term
"plain" must be considered advisedly, for we find the land to
have many low hills, mesas, and draws, or drainage channels.
Some scattered hills in the western side of the area are as high
as, or higher than, the main Hustler Hills.
The beds exposed in the area under consideration belong to





Permo-carboniferous ) Rustler Formation
or Permian ) Castile Formation
Permo-carboniferous DelawareFormation
Structure
A consideration' of the three lowest andmost important forma-
tions outcropping in this area shows that the general structure
is that of a monocline dipping gently to the northeast. Within
this monocline, however, there aremany local variations of dip
forming apparently small and irregular anticlines, synclines,
and domes in manyplaces.
These secondary structures are usually small, and seem to be
confined to the Castile and Rustler Formations, as the Delaware
Formation, where observed, has quite a uniform and persist-
ent dip.
It is believed that the majority of these structures is caused
by local effects, probably by slumping of the upper beds, due
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to the solution of the supporting gypsum beds below, or to the
crumpling of the beds due to the swelling of the underlying
anhydrite as it is converted to gypsum. However, it is impos-
sible to say without a much more detailed study, whether some
of these structures may notbe due to real earth movements.
Deep Explorations
The underlying rocks in this region are known only from
some well records and from examinations which have been made
of cuttings from two dee,p borings. Dr. J. A. Udderi has pub-
lished descriptions of cuttings from Troxel Well No.1, some 400
feet deep. These descriptions show the presence of gypsum,
and of "red beds" at several depths down to the bottom of the
boring.* In some of these samples, many foraminifera of de-
cidedly Cretaceous aspect werenoted. Dr. Udden has suggested
that these may represent fillings of Comanchean material in
caverns in the Permian strata of limestone and gypsum. The
actual existence of these fossils has lately been corroborated by
their occurrence also in the much deeper Troxel Well No. 2,
drilled near the first well, as will be seen in the descriptions
below. In this well the foraminifera were found about 400 feet
below their placein the first well.
Description of samples from Troxel Well No. 2.
Rustler Springs, Culberson County, Texas. Located near the south line
of Section 24, Block 110, Public School Lands, close to Troxel
No. 1. Drilled in1915. Descriptions by E. L.
-
Porch, Jr., and J. A. Udden.
"Am, Jour. Sci., Vol. XL, August, 1915. The Age of the Castile Gypsum
and the Rustler Springs Formation, by J. A. Udden.
Feet
Red sandy clay 85
Greenish gray clay and some red clay. Some fragments of gray,
compact dolomite 150
Dark gray and brownish gray limestone of very compact texture.
Gypsum, quartz grains, fragments of chert and other quartz,and
pyrite noted, ,■ ■, 235
Gray dolomite of very fine texture. Pyrite, gypsum, rounded clear
quartz grains and quartz crystals noted 240
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Feet
Dark gray dolomite of fine texture. Effervescence in acid is ex-
tremely slow. With this is some marl. Fragments of gypsum,
many. There are some rounded grains of quartz and some
quartz crystals. Much pyrite. No bituminous fumes noted.... 250
Gray and brownish gray dolomite of fine texture. Considerable
pyrite noted. Many rounded sand grains of clear quartz
noted. There are also crystals of quartz. Label says: "Bot-
tom of lime". 250
White gypsum, of moderately coarse crystalline texture. The sam-
ple contains some double pyramidal crystals of quartz, the larg- ■
est 0.75 mm. in length 255
Mostly gypsum, with some anhydrite, white and gray,mostly mod-
erately coarsely crystalline 350
Mostly gray and brownish dark' gray dolomite of fine compact
texture. In thin section it is seen to contain some anhydrite
and is'impregnated with pyrite, whichoccurs in exceedingly fine
particles. The sample contains coarse rounded quartz sand and
fragments of quartz pebbles. Much anhydrite present 405
Compact gray dolomite and white anhydrite. Bright yellow pyrite
noted 450
Anyhdrite and gray compact dolomite. Bright yellow pyrite and
fragments of quartz noted. 500
White and gray anhydrite 515
White anhydrite, with some rounded quartz sand grains. Pyrite
noted 540
White anhydrite ... 545
White and gray anhydrite, some quartz sand, fragments of gray
flint, crystals of gypsum, and pyrite .550-555
Anhydrite with some sand, some pyrite, and considerable chert,
which seems to have been in the form of pebbles. Most of the
chert is dark .555-560
White anhydrite. Some flint present 600
White and gray anhydrite. Some quartz, some pyrite, and some
flint present 625
White anhydrite, with a few particles of calcareous material 630
Gray dolomitic limestone containing pyrite, anhydrite and sand... 630
Light gray dolomitic limestone containing anhydrite; pyrite and
sand. Another sample consists of anhydrite 650
Light gray anhydrite containing sand, pyrite, and a black mineral.
Gave off a faint odor of bitumen when heated. An Endothyra
was noted , ■..'..' 680
Anhydrite containing a little sand 715
Anhydrite containing considerable calcareous material and some
sand. On heating, a faint odor of bitumen was given off and a
little sulphur deposited in the tube. Label says: "Gas" 735
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.Feet
Gray sandy limestone containing pyrite, fragments of pebbles of
gray and 'dark chert, and gypsum. Endothyra noted. Gave off
the odor of bitumen onheating 740
Gray limestone containing chert, anhydrite, sand andpyrites. On
heating, gave off faint odor of bitumen, and a little sulphur was
deposited in the tube. Endothyra and Textularia noted. Label
says: "Some gas" 745
Gray limestone containing sand, most of which is below % mm.
in diameter. Chert, anhydrite, and pyrite. On heating, a little
oil distilled off 757
Light graydolomitic limestone containing sand, fragments of chert
pebbles, pyrite and anhydrite. Gave off odor of bitumen on be-
ing heated 795
Gray anhydrite, quartz sand, some calcareous material, and some
dark chert grains ".. ■. 800
Anhydrite, white,gray and yellow 810
Anhydrite, and very dark limestone : 822
Mostly whiteandgray anhydrite. Some verydark limestone, some
sand and some fragments of greenish shaly rock 828
Yellowish and dark limestone with sand and very fine gravel.
Pyriteand anhydritenoted. Some foraminifera like a Textularia
with perforate walls was observed, and an Anomalina, well
preserved 837
Limestone and anhydrite, bothin very dark and invery light gray
shades. Some sand present. Foraminifera of the types of
Globigerina and Textularia quite common 843
Dark gray and brown lime rock, some black chert, sand, and
gome anhydrite. Pyrite noted 843?
White and dark anhydrite and some limestone. Sand and pyrite
noted. Textularia present. 850
Anhydrite, mostly white, and some dolomite. Globigerina, Textu-
laria and a foraminifer like Anomalina noted 857
Like the preceding. Pyrite noted 857
Light gray limestone containing chert, sand, pyrite and consider-
able anhydrite. Gave off the odor of bitumen on being heated.
Endothyra noted. Label says: "Little gas and oil" 940-943
Anhydrite containing calcareous material and a little sand. Some
sulphur was deposited in the tube on heating 1030
Light gray limestone containing anhydrite, and pyrite. Upon be-
ing heated, a little sulphur was deposited in the tube, and a
faint odor of bitumen was given off.
'
An Endothyra was noted.
Labelsays: "Gas andlittle oil". 1152-1154
Gray dolomitic limestone containing considerable sand,.most of
which is below % mm. in diameter, and a black mineral, prob-
ably chert. Some oil was distilled off, on the material being
heated 1449
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Feet
Darkgray limestone containing anhydrite, pyrite, sand, anda black
mineral, probably chert. Considerable oil was distilled off on
heating the material 1942
Gray cherty limestone containing sand,and anhydrite. Some oil
was distilled off onheating the material 1956
Gray, argillaceous, dolomitic sandstone containing a considerable
quantity of black mineral, probably chert. Most of the sand is
below % mm.in size. Considerable oil was distilled off on heat-
ing the material. .' 1962
Gray, dolomitic limestone containing black fragments (probably
carbonaceous material), pyrite, sand, chert and anhydrite. A
little oil distilled off on heating ". .'..1982
Gray sandy marl containing pyrite and a black mineral. Consid-
erable oil was distilled off onheating 1988
Gray limestone containing considerable chert and sand. Some oil
distilled off on heating 1994
Dolomitic limestone containing pyrite and a black mineral. Most
of the sand is below % mm. in diameter. Gave off a little oil'
on heating 2006 ■
Sandy dolomite containing pyrite. Considerable oil distilled off
on heating 2010
Sand and clay containing a black mineral, probably chert, a little
pyrite, and very little calcareous material. Gave off considerable
oil on heating. Most of the sand is below % mm. in diameter.
An Endothyra(?) was noted 2018
Brown limestone containing pyrite, anhydrite and sand. Some
sulphur was deposited in the tube upon heating 2028
Brown limestone, containing some considerable sand, most of it
below Va mm. in diameter, and a little chert. On heating, it
gave off the odor of bitumen. An Endothyra(?) was noted....2035
'Argillaceous dolomitic sandstone containing anhydrite and pyrite.
The majority of the sandgrains aresmaller than % mm. Some
oil was distilled off on heating. 2041
Gray, argillaceous, dolomitic sandstone, containing a black min-
eral,probably chert. Some oil was given^off onheating. 2045
Gray, sandy, dolomitic limestone, containing a little anhydrite,'pyrite and bitumen. A little oil was distilled off on heating.
Water at 2045 feet 2052
Gray, calcareous sandstone containing chert, pyrites, and a green
mineral. Most of the sand is below % mm. Bndothyra was
noted. Some oil was distilled off on heating 2066
Gray, sandy dolomitic limestone containing pyrite, chert, and a
little anhydrite. Gave off odor of bitumen onheating 2138
Gray, sandy limestone.' Most of the sand is below % mm. Some
oil distilled off on heating 2190
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The deepest explorationin the region is the Huling-Ross Well
No.1on the west half of Section 16, Block 59, inReeves County.
This extends to a depth of 4100 feet. In this boring, shale,
gypsum, sand, some limestone, and red clay are reported from
the uppermost thousand feet, and gypsum, ■ 'red beds '' and sand
are reported for the next thousand feet. The beds below this
are known from samples and their character has been summar-
ized as below:*
"Twenty-three samples representing the rocks penetrated
from 2000 to 3000 feet below the surface, consist of anhydrite,
in the main, intimately associated with more or less dolomite,
■and having mostly a thinly laminated structure, such as is seen
in parts of the Gruadalupian formation. Some fragments showed
that this rockhas inplaces been brecciated.''At 2700 feet there is some nearlypure dolomite. Near 2800
feet there is a gray limestone containing some foraminifera and
fragments of small shells and other fossils. In this part of the
section the rock is otherwise uniform in character. Below this
depth the samples from3050 to 4115 feet consist of a rock which
may be described as dolomite- containing more or less fine sand,
silt and clayey material. The range of variation in the compo-
sition of this rock is from nearly pure dolomite, containing only
a small amount of siliceous material, to pure sand, as at 3100,
3150, 3400, and 3500 feet below the surface. At various depths;
this rock has been impregnatedwith muchbituminous material,
so as to be black. Much of the other sandy dolomite is to a less
degree impregnated with hydrocarbons, so that nearly all the
samples from this part of the well will yield bituminous fumes
and even drops of oil when heated in a closed tube.
"A mixed sampleof this black rock taken from five different
♥Bulletinof the University of Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology and
Technology,No. 17, March 20, 1915. Potash in the Texas Permian, by J. A.
Udden, pp. 46, 47.
Feet
Blue-gray, sandy, dolomitic limestone; a little oil distilled off
on heating 2197
Gray limestone containing some' sand, most of which is below
Ys mm. in diameter. Some oil was distilled on heating 2204
Gray, sandy, dolomitic limestone containinga little chert(?). Gave
off a slight odor of bitumen on heating .2230
Gray, dolomitic limestone containing considerable sand, most of
which is below % mm. in diameter, and a black mineral, frag-
mentary 2236
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depths was distilled to determine the hydrocarbon content. It
was fonnd to contain 14.2 per cent,of volatile combustible hydro-
carbons. This includes an amountof oil equivalent to 2.4 gallons
per ton of the rock.''
The lower part of this boringundoubtedly extends a consider-
able distance into the Delaware formation.
The Delaware Formation
The ageof the Delaware Mountain beds is known to be lower
and upper Permo-Carboniferous. They were not examined in
any greatdetail for this investigation, just enough work having
been done to try to determine, if possible, their relation to the
overlying gypsumbeds. The area examined lies just north and
south of the Delaware Creek. As seen here, the beds are pre-
dominantly sandstone, usually somewhat calcareous. Near the
top there are occasional layers of shales and limestones, some of.
the shale being very much indurated and highly carbonaceous.
From the Delaware Mountains to the gypsum plains, the
country is gently rolling, with many hills scattered here and
there, some of them flat-topped, due to a capping of limestone,
or perhaps exhibiting what appears to be the typical form of
erosion hills of the Delaware Formation where a hard capping
is lacking " fairly well-rounded hills with steep sides, with occa-
sional vertical cliffs where more massive or more resistant beds
happen to be. Some of the hills are fair examples of wind-
carving.
At a point some one mile east of Delaware Springs, a cliff
on the Delaware Creek, nearly ahundred feet high, shows what
is either the topmost beds of the Delaware or the lowest beds
of the Castile Formation. Plate Ba. There are about twenty
feet of thin-banded bituminous limestone, cavernous in places.
Below this, down to a few feet above the water level, there are
alternating beds of impure limestone and shale,, some of the
shales about in the middle of the section being somewhat pur-
plish red in color. As ia rule, the shaly layers have resisted
erosion less than the limestone and are cut in deeper than this,
leaving the top layers as anoverhanging cliff in places.
A yellowish, rather fine-grained, sandstone begins a few feet
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above the water level. This is like a greatpart of the sandstone
noted in the Delaware. This sandstone, traced up the river,
varies from thin-bedded to massive, and is characterized by
many nodules. These ware originally pyrite, hut are now
weathered, where exposed, to limonite, although usually show-
ing some pyrite in the center when broken into.
In December, 1916, the uppermost flowing water in the Dela-
ware Creek was a small sulphur spring about one mile east of
where the country road crosses the river. This water contains
sulphur in a finely divided state, and issues at or near the con-
tact between a dark blue indurated carbonaceous shale and an
overlying sandstone. Several hundred feet of this formation
occur in the lower part of Troxel's well No. 2.
From the exposures seen it was impossible to tell positively
whether the Castile Formation lies conformably or unconform-
ably on the Delaware, but they appear conformable. Geo. B.
Richardson thinks that the two formations are unconformable.*
Castile Formation
Although the greater part of it is covered with gypsite or
gypsiferous soil, this formation as exposed may be roughly di-
vided into two belts, an eastern and a western. The western
belt is characterized by thin-banded gypsum, folded and con-
torted, and by gypsum hills,cappedby more resistant layers of
finely laminated bituminous limestone. These hills sometimes
contain a limestone core.** White massive gypsum also occurs
here. The eastern section is characterized by massive beds of
white gypsum, while someof the "redbeds" exposedeast of the
Rustler Hills may probablybe included here, as in places there
is typical Castilebothbelow and above them. The Castile Form-
ation probably reaches a thickness of approximately 2000 feet
in the Huling-Ross Well No. 1, while in the Troxel Well No. 2
the thickness is probablybetween 1500 and 1800 feet.
In exposures, the gypsum is very cavernous, and it is impos-
*TheUniversity of Texas Mineral Survey,Bulletin No. 9, November, 1904 ;
Report of a Reconnaissance in Trans-Pecos Texas, north of\the Texas and
Pacific Railway, by G. B. Richardson; page 43.
**See description of the Grant Property.
Plate 1
a. Maverick Springs, lookingnortheast. Erosion extendinginto the Castile
Formation. Red bed materials show on both sides of this draw, the
small hill in the foreground being partly composed of this material.




a. Dip of the bed rock (limestone or limydolomite) in the Virginia Draw,
near the Dot Prospect. Bank above capped by gypsite. Looking west.
Rustler hills in the distance.
b. Gypsum beds changingupward into gypsite in the Virginia Draw near
the Dot Prospect. The gypsum beds are very much broken up.
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sible to work out any real structure init. In places, it looks as
if it had been derived from limestone. Some sulphur occurs in
the,solid gypsum,but it has not been found inany considerable
quantity, the most sulphur being inmaterial of a later age.
Rustler Formation
The Rustler Hills in this area run practically from north to
south, and form a wide and low dissected ridge, being cut
through by many draws, running both east-west and north-
south. These leave a number of isolated hills and ridges by
reason of having cut down through the Rustler to the underly-
ing gypsum. The greatestaggregate width of the exposedbelt
of the Rustler Formation is some seven or eight miles.
The greatest thickness of this formation appears to be
less than 250 feet. It consists typically of a brown gray
dolomite or dolomitic limestone, containing, as seen at the
extreme eastern and western exposures, east and west of the
Michigan property, small white, button-like, calcareous nodules
or inclusions, and apeculiar circular pitting, very uniform, the
small holes sometimes being filled with calcareous material. On
the hills overlooking the Michigan property, there were noticed
many weathered blocks of what was apparently ordinary dolo-
mite, yet seeming to contain a large number of angular frag-
ments or dolomitic breccias. East of Troxel's well, this forma-
tion contains some beds of sandstone and conglomerate, and
also of pink dolomite. The pebbles of the conglomerate are
largely composed of flint, although an occasional one of dolom-
ite may be seen. In places, however, there is considerable dol-
omitic 'conglomerate. The flint pebbles appear identical with
those now so wide-spread over this district,and it is very likely
that these are derived from former extensions of the Rustler,
both east and west, which have long since been removed.
The Rustler in places is quite badly broken -down, probably
due to the slumping of the gypsum beneath.
On the eastern side, in an area of about one squaremile, dips
were noticed varying from southeast to northwest, the general
direction of the dips appearing to be to the northeast. In a
■distance of about one thousand feet east of Troxel's well, start-
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ing near the well, dips having the following directions wei'e
noted: east, south, west(?), east, almost south, and west (quite
persistent), the last three occurring very close together. "West
of the well about five hundred feet there is a strong dip to the.
west. The Rustler is very thin at this point.
From a study of the alternatingbeds in the logs of the two
deep wells drilled in thisdistrict, it is believed that this forma-
tion may be a large lens, in and near the top of the Castile
Gypsum, from which the overlying gypsum has been removed
by erosion.
Red Beds
Besides those beds described near Maverick Springs, some of
which are in the gypsum, and some of possibly later origin,,
there is apatch of "redbed" materialnear the Toyah-Michigan
road about twenty-seven miles from Toyah. It is not known
just where this belongs, stratigraphically.
Cretaceous
There arenoknownbeds of this age in the immediate vicinity
of the sulphur deposits, in Culberson County,unless itbe some'
of the conglomerates. Beds of this age occur just east of
Cottonwood Draw and near the Huling-Rioss deep well. Sev-
eral Comanchean grypheas were found in a conglomerateabout
two miles northeast of Toyah, showing the proximity of the*
Comanchean at the time this conglomerate was made.
Quaternary
To this age belongs most of the surface covering east of the*
Rustler EOills, and probably most of the gypsite west of them.
This is agypsiferous material,resulting from the disintegration
of the original formation. Within the area covered, these
deposits consist of the gypsite mentioned, conglomeratic ma-
terial containing flint pebbles, clays, sands and some caliche.
The flint and the dolomitic conglomerates may belong here or
theymaybe older. The same may be said with regardto most,
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of the sulphur, for although,some of this does occur in the un-
altered gypsum,it is present as a secondary ingredient. Most
of it occurs in the altered and younger deposits.
Both east and west of the Rustler Hills, there are many flint
pebbles mixed with the soil,plentiful enoughin places to form
local conglomerates. Some pebbles of volcanic material were
noticed a few miles east of the Rustler Hills, but none was
noticed west of them. These pebbles were probably derived
from the Davis Mountains.
A patch of streambed or river conglomerateoccurs in the
bed of the Delaware Creek and in the small branches running
into this stream, about four miles east of Delaware Spring.
This persists for about a quarter of a mile, and is probably
recent in origin. It shows the characteristics of a river con-
glomerate,beingvery irregularlybedded, with lenses of poorly
consolidated sand. It appears to be fairly resistant, and is
being cut into by the Delaware Creek. In one place a mush-
room-shaped rock was noticed. This conglomerate consists
mainly of roundedpebbles of dark blue, fine-grained,hard, thin-
bedded limestone or dolomitic limestone, and consolidated sand.,
the cementing materialbeinglargely calcareous. Both pebbles
and sand appear to be .derived from the Delaware Mountain
formation. One piece of the blue limestone noted had a cup
coral, and another piece,contained manyFusulina elongata(?).
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Descriptionsof Sulphur Deposits
Sulphur occurs in anumber of localities inan oval area ex-
tending from northwest to southeast' as indicated on Plate
9. This area has a length of about 46 miles and a width
of about 22 miles. The bedrock consists largely of the Castile
gypsum formation. In the southeast end some df the Comanch-
ean outcrops are seen in close proximity to, if not directly un-
derlying, the sulphur.
The larger part of the time spent in the field was given to a
close examination of the individual sulphur deposits so far
known from explorations which have been made at different
times during the last thirty years. Ishall here present de-
scriptions of these occurrences, beginning with the localities
farthest southeast and proceedingnorthwestward.
Pit in center of Section 34, Block 70
This pit shows dark colored, porousand cavernous, soft rock,
containing much finely crystallized selenite and a fair sprink-
lingof minutelycrystallizedsulphur deposited with the selenite.
The material in the pit had a distinct disagreeable odor, sug-
gesting gaseous emanations.
Pit insoutheast corner of Section 13, Block 70
An eight-foot pit,showingone and ahalf feet of surface soil;
below this a pure white clay like deposit containing consider-
able gypsum, stained red with iron in the bottom of the pit.
On analysis this white clay-like substance showed considerable
sulphur. (See p. 61below.)
The Johnson Prospect
This prospect represents, so far as is known, the easternlimit
of the sulphur deposits. It is located in Section 8, Block 59,
Reeves County} and is about one and one-half miles northwest
*Information on these two locations was furnished by Dr. j.A. Udden.
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of the Huling-Ross deep well. There are a number of wells,
drilled for oil, on the east, southeast,and south of this property
at distances varying from one-third to three-quartersof amile.
Several of these, shallow wells,have producedsmall quantities
of a heavy oil. Oil is standing about thirty-five feet below the
surface in two of these shallow wells located in the southwest
corner of Section 9.
Recent deposits resembling those found as a veneer over the
Toyahbasin, cover the surface in this vicinity. They consist
of gravel,sand,gypsum, caliche and clay. The sulphurdeposit
is located ina depression, and the sulphur shows at the surface
inmany places. Two pits, each about ten feet deep, were put
downonthis propertyabout a year and a half ago. Atpresent,
there are several feet of water standing in these pits, through
which considerable gas is bubbling. Little craters, perhaps a
quarter inch in diameter, through which gashas bubbled, were
noted near one of the pits, and around these craters, thin layers
of greenish-yellow substance,perhaps alum, had been formed.
Fragments of brittle blue flint are present in some abundance.
The sulphur has been deposited, along with considerable
selenite, in small cavities and cracks. There are to be found
several varieties of sulphur, such as a yellow variety, both
amorphous and crystalline; an amorphous variety, at times
showingconcentric banded structure as if ithad grown around
a nucleus;and also a drab brown, irregularly thin-banded clay-
like sulphur, which is quite lustrous,when it is evenly cut.
The containing rock is gypsum, containing silica. Some of
thismayhave originally been limestone,now altered to gypsum
by the action of sulphuric acid. In fact, the blue flint present
maybe the onlypart of the rock not affected by the acid.
The Kyle Prospect
This property and the vicinity adjacent thereto represents
the most northeasterly occurrence of sulphur in the district thus
far exploited. An area here is bounded on three sides by the
Maverick, Virginia, and Salt Draws, and is elevated enough
above the beds of these draws to be locally termed a "dome",
althoughit is likely that this so-called structure is merely due
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to erosional effects andslumping, rather than to tectonic forces..
The Kyle is at the north end of this elevation,and is located in
the northeast corner of Section 18,Block 45. It is about fifteen
miles from Orla, and about thirty-five miles from Toyah.
Around the Kyle, the surface is covered with alluvial gypsif-
erous soil or gypsite, with here and there apatch composed of
fragments of the Rustler Formation,until about a mile west
where the Rustler occurs inplace. Redbeds materialin place,
more or less mixed with the gypsiferous soil, occurs as bands-
from twenty to a hundred and twenty-five feet wide, following
the drainage lines towards the draws, and seems to be wash
material. Flint and quartz gravel is generally disseminated
over the whole area, locallyforming thin layersof conglomerate.
Red beds outcrop in the banks of the Maverick, Virginia, and
Salt Draws, the thicknesses as exposed varying from 5 to 9
feet. They are composed of red sandstone and red clay, both
containing white spots, disseminated throughout. These beds'
appear to be the uppermost part of the Castile gypsum. Their
irregular nature is shown by the fact, communicated Hy Dr.
Wm. B.Phillips, that a well drilled in the northeast corner of
Section 1, Block 111, passed through forty-three and a half
feet of white-spottedred sandstone,and after passing through
3 feet of massive white gypsum,under this, went15 feet further
inmorered sandstone. The three feet ofmassive -white gypsum
passed through contained a little crystallized sulphur. At
Maverick Springs in Maverick Draw, badland topography is
exhibited within a limited area, the beds beingcomposed here
of fairly hard' red clay, containing the characteristic white
spotting.
On the east side of Virginia Draw, close to where it runs
into Salt Draw, the section exposed from north to south shows,
the followingbeds:white Castile gypsum,dippingnorth;light
gray massive limestone or dolomitic limestone, dipping east;
gray gypsiferous sandstone, dipping south;and limestone or
dolomitic limestone, dipping south. On the west side of the
draw, there is an outcrop of white Castile gypsum, having a
variable strike which is approximately N. 45° E., and a dip of
about 20°, more or less, to the northwest. There is a little red
beds material on top of this gypsum.
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The dips and strikes noted above seem to indicate that they
represent the flanks of a local dome. Considerable work lias,
been done at the Kyle in the past, and at least two attempts
were made to extract the sulphur from the rock. The remains.
of what was apparently a circular rock furnace, and a huge
kettle with its accompanying steamboiler, are still to be seen..
The work done here consists of anopen cut,its greatest dimen-
sions beingabout 200 feet inlengthby100 feet inbreadth, and
12 feet deep. There are also anumber of scattered pits.
Themainexposureof sulphur-bearingmaterial is inthe south-
central part of the open cut, where a face about 8 feet high is,
exposed. This consists of siliceous, brown, porous, earthy, al-
though quite compact,material, containing manypebbles,grad-
ing into a gray-brown conglomeratein the highest part of the
face. The conglomerate is quite hard and consists of flint
pebbles cemented by sulphur and siliceous material. Some of
this is very rich. Small masses or boulders of gyp.siferous ma-
terial occur in the lower part of the exposure,no disseminated-
sulphur beingnoticed in these. Laterally, the brown earthy
material, carrying sulphur, becomes in a short distance much
lighter-colored;sulphur not showing in this part. Three kinds,
of sulphur were noted:asulphur of a silvery or metallic lustre,,
fillingminute fractures or seams in the brown earthymaterial;,
amassive yellow sulphur, sometimes the colorof sphalerite,and
resin-like when broken, filling small cavities both in the brown-
earthy material and in the conglomerate, as impregnations,,
sometimes appearingto cement thepebbles in the conglomerater
andas incrustations at times aninch or more thick;and afinely
crystallized, lemon-yellow sulphur, crystallizing in any open
space on the containing,material or on the amorphous sulphur..
This crystallized sulphur is quite generallydistributed through-
out the darker portions of a brown, porous, earthy material.
The porous material, especially on being broken, gave off the-
odor of SO2,very likely due to the oxidation of the sulphur by
atmospheric oxygen.
Two of the shallow pits nearby showed a little weathered
sulphur occurring inporous 'gypsiferous material or gypsite.
A pit put down by the "West Texas Sulphur Company of
Philadelphia, located about 200 yards northeast of the Kyle
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open cut, showed some sulphur. The pit is 18 feet deep, and
was sunk in decomposed gypsiferous material, gray brown to
gray incolor, and containingcrystallized gypsumor selenite.
A white and blue chalky or talc-like material on the dump,
apparently from near the bottom of the hole, contains a little
greenish-yellow sulphur occurring in cracks with very finely
crystallized selenite. Although this pit is located on an eleva-
tion there was some water standingin it.
It was reported that a good showingof sulphur was encoun-
tered at 26 feet in a nearby pit. Drillings near here are re-
ported tohave encounterd good showings of sulphur.
East of here on the west side of Maverick Springs, there is a
salt seep that has been taken up as a sulphur claim. Incrusta-
tions of white to rusty brown colored salts are now being de-
posited. The odor of hydrogensulphide is apparent, and the
water blackens steel in a very short time. No sulphur was
noticed,althoughitis possible that some maybe deposited along
with the salts mentioned above. The nearby banks are cov-
ered with crystals of selenite,probably deposited by the waters
draining into the draw.
Open cut on Section 14, Block 113
Northwest of the Kyleproperty,about twomiles, and on the
north side of Salt Draw, there is an occurrence of sulphur in
the form of bright yellow crystals associated with a small
amountof selenite inmassive gypsum. The quantity of sulphur
appears tobe very limited. Decomposed redbeds material,out-
crops justnorth of here. A stream of water, running through
this draw, has deposited a quantity of selenite crystals below
a small waterfall.
The gypsumis cavernous and broken down on both sides of
the draw but especially on the north side, where for long dis-
tances the gypsum is honey-combed on a large scale, some -of
the caverns being quite large-and deep.
Prospecting on Section 13, Block 113
;Drilling for sulphur was being conducted here by some
parties. It was reported that they also intended to drill on
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Sections 14, 23, and 24, in the same block. Sulphur is reported
as1 being on this section.
Block 112
Samples have been examined of brown porous material con-
taining considerable sulphur, reported to have come from near
the Culberson-Reeves countyline.
The Dot Prospect
This property lies between the Kyle and the Michigan, and
is in the southwest corner of Section 2 and the southeast corner
of Section 3, Block 111. It is located about 17 miles from Orla,
on the south side of VirginiaDraw.
The formation here is quite similar to that around the Kyle,
except that dolomite or dolomitic,limestone and conglomerate
are more abundant.
TheHustler formation is practically continuous up to apoint
southeast of here, and a heavyexposure was noticed about 1%
miles east of here in the middle of Section 1, Block 111. This
is a dense gray dolomitic limestone, pitted with verypeculiar
circular holes,very regular-in outline, sometimes filled with soft
white to light-gray calcareous material, perhaps standing out
in the form of abutton,andsometimes with calcite. The rusty-
looking nodules of flint that are quite characteristic of the
Rustler occur here. The beds dip wesfy just the opposite of
the general dip of the main beds. This may be anatural dip
with asyncline between this place and the Eustler Hills;itmay
be due to a fault, or toincipient faulting caused by the slumping
of the gypsumbeds beneath, or to the expansioncaused by the
hydrationof anhydrite.
Several years ago some work was done at the Dot,and there
are still to be seen severalpits and cuts. One of the pits is 19
feet deep,and the material on the dump, apparently taken from
the bottom of the pit, consists of badly decomposed gypsum,
some of it iron-stained, containing some selenite and a little
yellowsulphur. Nearbyanother small sulphur occurrence was
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noted. Just southeast of the sulphur occurrences there out-
crops in the gypsite a thin layer of dolomitic limestone, ap-
parentlydipping to the southeast.
Thin coatings of sulphur ongypsite or alluvial gypsum were
noticed in two places in the VirginiaDraw, just north of the.
Dot. Drillings near here are reported to have encountered
good showings of sulphur.
Near here, in the same draw, there is what appears to be
three sides of the remains of a dome composed of dolomitic
limestone and some flint; dolomitic secondary conglomerate,
with the thin layer noticed at the Dot, possibly representing
the fourth side of the dome. The rock composing this dome
consists largely of graybrown, much-pitted or cavernous lime-
stone and dolomitic limestone, inplaces showing anetwork'of
apparentlysecondary material in the cavities. This appear-
ance may have resulted from the partial dolomitization of the
limestone or from the acid waters, as all of the drainage from
the old Virginia runs this way; or probably from both these
agencies. A similar material, less altered, shows what are ap-
parently small cavities or cracks ;due, perhaps, to the contrac-
tion incident to the dolomitization of the limestone. Some of
the verycavernous rock is evidently secondary,as manyquartz
and flint pebbles are contained in it. Small 'green streaks are
also noticeable. These appear to be due to algae as the color-
ingmaterial floats off when the underlying calcium carbonate
is dissolved out by dilute acid. Minute growing mossy bands
were also noted, clearly of vegetable origin. These may have
influenced the depositionof the calcium carbonate over them.
A short distance to the1 west these; beds become quite thin-
bedded and flaggy and soonplunge under the overlying forma-
tion. Inplacets thelimestone is crossed bysmall,nearly parallel
fissures filled with banded gypsum, their strike being about
N. 30° "W. The gypsum beds in the draw north of here are
dipping to the northwest. On the east the sides of Virginia
Draw consist of steep cliffs, especially on the north side, com-
posed of cavernous broken down gypsum layers, and alluvial
gypsum or gypsite. About one mile east of the Dot, red beds
make their appearanceonboth sides of the Draw..
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In the area under consideration there are many small cav-
<erns or sink holes in the gypsum,caused by solution.
The Spann-Felch Holdings
The east half, eighty acres, of the old Virginia (Cedars of
Virginia) property is owned by Dallas people. It adjoins the
MichiganSulphur and Oil Company's property and lies in the
northeast part of Section16, Block 111. Ther.e are nooutcrops
here, the surface being quite level and entirely covered with a
mantle of gypsiferous soil. The propertyis ahalf mile longby
a quarter of a mile wide, and prospecting has been done by
means of pits, seven to thirty feet deep, which are fairly well
spaced. Their distances from the west line vary from onehun-
dred to sevenhundred and thirty feet, andfrom the north line,
from three hundred to sixteen hundred and forty feet. All
measurements were furnished by Mr.F. W. Felch. There are
fourteen of these pits, and sulphur is reported to have been
found inall, except one which wasnot very deep. A fair sul-
phur showing was also struck at a depth of about 3% feet in
diggingacamp cellar. Several of thesepits were examined and
may be described as follows:
Pit No. 6, 119% feet from the west line and 521 feet from
the north line,is 14 feet deepand shows brown friable gypsite
containing small selenite crystals. Most of it is conglomeratic,
containing flintpebbles and alteredpebbles and boulders. Some
disseminated sulphur occurs in a two-foot band near the bot-
tom. It occurs in an altered, porous, conglomeratic material,
containing much crystallized gypsum.
Pit No. 7, 210 feet from the west line,and 520 feet from the
north line, is 10 feet deep. The first three feet from the top
"consist of graybrown gypsiferous earth and veryporous grav-
ellygypsum. Below this is graybrown conglomeratic material
containing flint pebbles and pebbles and boulders of limestone
-altered to soft gypsite, up to several inches in diameter. This
conglomerateis similar to that seeninPit No.6, except that the
conglomeratebecomes dolomitic about two feet above the bot-
tom of the pit. At the bottom there is a black material con-
taining altered conglomerate in places, and this shows some
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good sulphur. Sulphur also occurs in the gypsum just above,
which is porous and altered,, containing much crystallized
gypsum.
Pit No. 14, 695 feet from the north line, is 7y2 feet deep..
The distance from the west line wasnot ascertained. Sulphur
was struck at a depth of four feet and continued to the bottom.
The top foot and a half consists of brown gypsiferous soil with
white-graypatches,containing some pebbles. Fromhere downy)
there was brown gray;altered gypsiferous material,.conglom-
eratic with altered pebbles and flint,and containing consider-
able crystallized gypsum. The sulphur occurs as incrustations
and crystals incavities and crevices,and sometimes around the
altered pebbles.
Pit No. 5, 100 feet from the west line, and 770 feet from the
north line,is 30 feet deep. This pit showed the following from
above downward: Top 8 feet, gypsiferous soil;from Bto 13
feet below the surface, sulphur carrying rock, containing in-
crustations and crystals of greenish-yellowsulphur, the lower
part of which is quite dark, probably due to the presence of
organic matter, and also containing many altered pebbles and
considerable crystallized gypsum; from 13 to 16 feet, conglom-
erate;19 to 20 feet, conglomerate; 20 to 23 feet, earthy clay-
like material;25 to 30 feet, dark gray dolomitic conglomerate,
containing'pebbles varying in size from i/4 inch to 6 inches in
diameter.
Pit No. 3, 355 feet from the west line,and 752 feet from the
north line, is 30 feet deep. Work was stopped when the hard
dolomitic conglomerate was encountered. An. examination of
the dump of this pit showed the sulphur as yellow crystals and
incrustations,occurring in gray, altered, gypsiferous material,
containing small flint pebbles; and in a very dark altered ma-
terial, apparently largelyreworked. According to Mr.F. "W.
Felch, there are several feet of each of these sulphur-bearing
rocks.
A flow of natural gas was encountered near the bottom of
this pit (hydrogen sulphide was found in several of the other
pits), in sufficient quantity to explode and burn a man as he
was lighting fuses for blasting. This gas issues from a small
crevice, and is now walled off and conducted through anopen
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pipe to the surface. Sometimes the gas, when lighted, burns
with a flame several feet high,while at other times air is drawn
into the pipe fast enough to emit a faint whistling sound. In
the table below are given certain observations on the flow of
gas in this crevice. These were taken in the hope of securing
some definite information on the relation of the gas pressure to
barometric conditions in the atmosphere.
Observations on Felch's gas well, Pit No. 3
From these data it seems to me quite evident that the flow
of gas is directly dependent on variations inbarometric press-
ure. The highestbarometric pressure recorded was onNovem-
Date Time
Baro-




























S. W. W. strong.








Violet blue with occasional tinges of red.
About 4 it. long.
Extinguished. ■





Not enough to burn steadily.
Violet blue flame, with a reddish tinge
























S. W., about 6
miles.




Burned with colorless flame.
Burned with colorless flame.
Same.
Burns with a violet blue flame.
Gas burning, 1ft. blue flame.
8:30.p.m. 25.56 Gas out.
7:00 a.m. 25.53 Gas burning, blue flame slight tinge ofred, 6 inches.
Gas draws down.
Gas burning, 6 inch flame, blue, light
tinge of red and yellow.
Blue flame, 6 inches.





Burned, strongly,blue andreddish flame.
Burned, 1ft. (lame.
Wouldn't burn.







































































N. E. almost E.,
light.
13 2:00 p.m. Wind reversed its direction almost 180°,
and the gas still burned.
Burning, blue, sometimes reddish.13 11:00 p.m. 25.40 Almost W., fairly
strong.
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ber 29tli and 30th, and during these days there was a now of
air into the pipe from which the gas escaped. Immediately"
when the barometer began to fall, on the 30th, the flow of gas
set inagain. On the Ist,2nd and 3rd of December, the atmos-
pheric pressure was constant and low, and during this time
the gas continued to flow. On the 6th the atmosphericpressure
was falling and on that date the flow of gas was strong. On
the Bth the pressure was the lowestrecorded during the time of
the observations,and we would naturallyexpect a flow,but it
must be remembered that the pressurehad beenlow during the
two precedingdays andmuch gashad then escaped. The fail-
ure of the flow on the Bth may readily be accounted for as the
result of exhaustion of the supply, for the gas had been quite
steadily flowing for the last week. It will also be noted that
there was only one observation made at 7:15 p. m. and the
absence of the gas flow may havebeen due to a sudden increase
of pressure due to a surge of short duration at the time of ob-
servation. At any rate, on the followingday there was a strong
flow duringquitelow atmosphericpressure. The gas was again
drawn down from 1p. m. to 11:15 p. m. on the 10th, when
pressure was relatively high, and rising. The supply of gas is
evidently small and the pressure conditions between the gas
below and the atmospheric pressure above are no doubt nicely
adjusted. The small variations that seem difficult to /account
for on thebasis of changingbarometer no doubt couldbe readily
accounted for, if we had full information with regardtounder-
ground conditions affectingthe richness of the gaseous contents
of the ground, and regarding the depth of the source of supply.
It is certainly safe to infer that the underground supply is
constant, whatever variation there may be in the flow.
A hole was drilled 1416 feet north of the northeast corner of
this property on one of several other claims controlled by this
same company. The summarized log of this boring was fur-
nishedmebyMr.F.W.Felch, and is as follows:
Plate 3
a. Steam plant for extracting sulphur. Rustler
Hills in the background. Michigan Sulphur
and Oil Co.
b. Contact between dark, decomposed,cavernous, gypsiferous sulphur-bearing
material and the overlying gypsite,
a short distance above line
drawn to show flexure. Michigan
Sulphur and Oil Co.
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Summary of log of Hole No. 1, Dallas Claim No. 2
The Holdings and Works of the Michigan Sulphur and Oil
Company
This company owns the west half of the old Virginiaprop-
erty, 80 acres located in thenortheast part of Section 16,Block
111. The holdings lie just east of the main Bustler Hills,and
are situated in an indentation formed by the foothills of the
Bustler- and the main hills mentioned, above; a considerable
part of the foothills to the southeast being present only as
isolated remnants of the ridge. The property is drained by
the VirginiaDraw, which runs to the northeast, uniting with
the Salt "Draw betweenthe Dot and the Kyle properties.
A considerable amount of development work has been done,
and sulphur is exposed inmany places. Most of the work has
been done in and around a depression in the central and south-
ern part of the north forty acres. Development has been by
meansof opencuts, pits and shafts. It is reportedthat drillings
on this property have encountered sulphur at greater depths
than have been reached by the shafts. With th exception of
several shafts, one of which attained a depth of 43 feet, and
many shallow pits, the work has been concentrated in two
areas. An open cut has been made in the northern part of the
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The bailings were run into a shallow pit, and allowed to settle and hay
piece was then broken out and examined.
len.' A
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Figure 1 Sketch map of the Michigan Sulphur and Oil Company's
property.
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vated in the southern and southwestern part of the same
sunken area. This sunken areacovers about12 acres anddrains
to the northwest. Its surface is from 4to 10 feet below the
level of the surrounding country. It is covered withlight gray
gypsiferous soil containing many flint pebbles and it is barren
of any plant life; whereas the surrounding area supports a
scanty growth of yeso grass and a few junipers. Inflammable
gashas been encounteredinseveral of the workings.
The sulphur-bearingrock, as mined, is hauled to a loading
platform, where it is loaded into special double-compartment,
cast-iron cars having perforated sides and bottoms. Four of
these cars at a time are run into the retort, which is then filled
with steam at sixty pounds pressure. The retort consists of a
horizontal iron cylinder, 30 feet long by 6 feet in diameter.
One end of the cylinder is hinged, and the bottom slopes to a
drain at the other end. The steam melts the sulphur from the
rock and it drops through the perforations in the cars, flows
down the inclined bottom to the drain, and out through the
drain into a vat where it is allowed toharden. This steaming
process takes some two and a half hours or more, depending
upon the porosity of the sulphur-bearing rock. After a vat
has become filled, the sulphur is broken into blocks. These
have been stacked back of the retort house, and in December
the pile was estimated to contain about two hundred and fifty
tons of sulphur. Since then,forty tons of this has beenshipped.
It is reported that a second retort has been recently installed.
The accompanying sketch map shows the locations of the
various cuts, pits and shafts.
Explanationof Numbers on Map
(1) Pit about twenty-five feet deep, dump consists of gray
gypsiferous earth containing no sulphur.
(2) Sulphur pile.
(3) Retort house,containing retort and two boilers.
(4) Dump for the steamed rock from the retort.
(5) Charging platform where cars are loaded before going
into the retort.
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(6) The deepest working on the property, and in fact, in the
whole district; shaft about 18 by 12 feet, and 43 feet
deep. From the bottom of the shaft shown in this
sketch there are four drifts running approximately
north 20 feet, east about 10 feet, south 50 feet, and to
the west about 15 feet. The sulphur showing is con-
tinuous on various parts of the walls from top to bottom.
The sulphur occurs as masses, incrustations, and dis-
seminated crystals in the typical brown, porous, earthy
material and altered black material. The black bands
included in the brown material make many irregular
bindings/ The black material containing the most sul-
phur commences at about 20 feet below the surface. It
is very cavernous and includes within itself small lenses
of limestone or limy dolomite.
The black-banded condition extends to the end of the
south drift, the sulphur content becoming less as the
distance from the shaft increases. It extends also to the
end of the north drift for a distance of at least twenty
feet. The black-banded material pitches to the west
under a mass of limestone or limy dolomite that appears
just within the west drift. It continues also into the
east drift. In places this black material is conglom-
eratic, and in other places is clay-like, some of it being
quite white and plastic while moist; having an acid
taste; but hardening after being exposed to the air for
a few hours. The dump from this shaft contains much
altered dark conglomeratic material.
(7) Dump for the steamed rock from the retort.'
(8) Open cut, running east and west, and having a maximum
depth of about 12 feet near the foot of a bench at the
extreme western end of the cut, the bench being about
six feet higher than the remainder of the cut.
Two drifts, working to thenorth,had just beenstarted
from the north side of the cut at the time of my visit,
and the sulphur showing on both sides may be consid-
ered as commencing at the easternmost of these drifts,
which was in only vabout 4 feet, and as continuing to
the west end of the cut. Here the lower one.and a half
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feet consisted of a black and white mottled material,
hard in places, in other places clay-like, cavernous, con-
taining loose material in the seams, and also black sec-
ondary selenite. Sulphur occurs as incrustations in the
cavities. The line of contact between this black ma-
terial and the brown material occurring above is sharpty
marked, but is irregular. The brown layer persists
upward for about four feet and then graduallymerges
into a gray gypsiferous earth, which persists to the* sur-
face. The brown material is conglomeratic, containing
rounded pebbles of flint and black quartz. "What was
oncepebbles and smallboulders of dolomite or limestone
is now altered, wholly or inpart, to gypsite and gypsum.
The physical characteristics of thebrown layer are much
the same as those of the darker layer below, for it con-
tains inclusions of the darkmaterial. The sulphur occurs
in the same manner and much black gypsum is present;
but it is not quite so cavernous.
The second drift, a few feet west of the one just de-
scjribed, shows similar conditions to exist, the main
difference being that the line of demarcation between
the black and brown layers is not so distinct, due
to the fact that the brown material contains many
more altered boulders and much more altered ma-
terial, is more cavernous and 'fissured, and contains
more sulphur than it did in the first drift. Incrus-
tations of sulphur were noted occurring with clay-
like- material and in an altered pebble, probably once
limestone. Between this drift and the bench, starting
at the bottom of the cut, there is one foot of black ma-
terial exposed. This contains considerable sulphur, both
as disseminated crystals and as incrustations. The layer
is somewhat 'conglomeratic, containing flint pebbles, and
was apparently at one time much more conglomeratic,
as the outlines of former limestone pebbles are still
visible, now altered to a gray or black gypsiferous ma-
terial. This layer can be traced around the face of the
bench into the opposite south side at the bottom of the
cut, where it is overlain by brown, porous, yet quite
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hard, earthy and somewhat conglomeratic material,
containing small quartz and flint pebbles, and, es-
pecially near the bottom of the cut, patches and small
layers of very dark ■ conglomerate, most of which is
altered. Some of the pebbles have sulphur deposited
within them. Both the dark altered conglomerate and
the brown earthy material contain considerable sulphur,
both crystalline and massive, generally disseminated
throughout. Some of the crystalline sulphur is greenish-
yellow. On the north side of the cut the line of contact
between the layer of dark altered conglomerate and the
layer of dolomitic conglomerate above it, which is ab-
sent on the south side of the cut just described, is quite
irregular, and the sulphur content seems to increase
near this contact.
This conglomeratevaries in thickness from two to four
feet, and consists of fairly well-rounded pebbles and
boulders of brown, dark gray, and almost black dolom-
ite, sometimes iron-stained,varying from one-eighthinch
to five inches in diameter. The cementing material is
very frequently calcareous. The conglomerate becomes
thinner as the bench at the west end of the open cut is
approached and contains very little sulphur. Above
this there are two or three feet of black decomposed ma-
terial, now more or less weathered and - generally soft.
The contact between this layer and the dolomitic con-
glomeratebelow is fairly wellmarked, but is very irreg-
ular. It is very cavernous, and contains considerable
sulphur in leached out parts and cavities. The line of
demarcationbetween this layer, which lies about five feet
below the surface, and the top, light brown, gypsiferous
soil is also fairly well marked, but irregular. Portions
of the black material extend up several inches into the
soil. The exposed face of the overlyingsoil shows here
"and there a thin incrustation of badly weathered sul-
phur, in. places extending up to the surface. It also
contains some sulphur near the contact with the black
material. It is difficult to say just what is the chief
cause or causes of the well defined yet wavy or irregular
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contacts so characteristically shown in these excavations.
They are evidentlynot due to folding. They are prob-
ably due to several causes combined. They may repre-
sent the upper limit of the strongest action of ascending
waters, or the lower limit of surface leaching. The
darker, more altered part of the ground may have had
a higher lime or dolomite content, and may have been,
therefore, more subjected to alteration by gases and
water solutions. Much lime is present over all of this
district,not onlyinlimestones and dolomites, but also in
altered pebbles. This is true also of the cementing ma-
terial in certain dolomite conglomerates and also of
some calcareous tufa. The dolomite pebbles and bould-
ers appear to have resisted alteration by hydrogen sul-
phide and sulphuric acid much more than those com-
posed of limestone. Some parts of the conglomerate
contain sulphur. In the parts where dolomite is the most
persistent material, the sulphur content is smallest, in
some cases not appearing at all. Yet in others, appar-
ently (to the eye) just as closely cemented, the pebbles
of the conglomerate have been considerably altered to
dark gypsiferous material, and much sulphur may be
present, generally between the pebbles and in joints.
Sometimes in the- outer edges of the pebbles themselves
where much leaching has taken place, and even where
sulphur is present in or around dolomitic parts, it dis-
plays a selective relation towards materials that have
lent -themselves more readily to some alteration. The
dark organicmaterialpresent maybe the organicdetritus
from the altered limestone. On thenorth side above the
bench, the line"of contact between the brown soil and the
dark layer lying beneath it is not so well marked as
some of the other contacts, the brown and black ma-
terials grading up and down slightly. This condition
continues until the end of the bench is reached. The
dark layer in this distance is slightly rolling,rises about
two feet, is cavernous and in some places has quite a
rich sulphur content.
There is a seven-foot pit at the western end of the
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bench and the conglomerate below the upper dark layer
shows up for about two feet in the side of this pit. Here
the dolomitic part was either altered, or has changed its
character, for it contains altered pebbles and boulders.
In fact, it seems to be identical in some respects to the
dark altered conglomerate underlying the dolomite con-
glomerate at the foot of the bench. The conglomerate
in the pit also carries considerable sulphur. Opposite
this pit, on the south side, this same conglomerate ap-
proaches closer to the surface, and near its top is more
or less mixed with the brown earthy material. This
mixed material contains considerable sulphur in places,
and also some very hard boulders or nuclei, which on
beingbroken show much sulphur and metallic sulphides,
probably pyrite.
(9) Shallow opencut. The lower three feet consist of brown
earthy, hard conglomeratecontaining some disseminated
sulphur. The upper three' feet consist of lighter brown
gypsiferous earth and appear to contain no sulphur.
(10) and (11). Seven-foot pits, exposinggray-brown, gypsifer-
ous, conglomeratic earth from the surface down to near
the bottom, where there commences a black-gray, altered
conglomerate carrying some sulphur, both crystallized
and kaolin-like, and selenite.
(12) Seven-foot pit. Dumps show gray white, gypsiferous ma-
terial, and some much alteredconglomerate. It is badly
weathered and was probably much darker when fresh.
. A little sulphur was noticed in the conglomeratic ma-
terial. '
(13) Here occurs by far the best sulphur exposure to be seen
in this cut or in the three large irregular cuts immedi-
ately south of here, and this'may be taken as a type for
\ the rest. The one exceptionnoted was the occurrence in
one of the other three cuts referred to, of some sulphur
in a more friable, white gray, decomposed gypsiferous
earth.
Starting at the bottom of the cut there is from one to
two feet of very rich sulphur-bearing material exposed,
similar to the deposits occurring at 16. There is also
Plate 4
a. Entrance to the northeast drift at 16 in Sketch map.
Showing contact between the dark, gypsiferous material,
and the brown, earthy material above. There
is a great deal of kaolin-like sulphur in the dark
material. A picked sample from the opposite side
of this drift contained 54.4 per cent of free sulphur.
Michigan Sulphur and Oil Co.
b. Part of the workings of the Michigan Sulphur and Oil Co. Looking
north from the center of the south line of the north forty acres, near
the south edge of the depressed area. Extraction plant in the left
background. Photograph furnished by Mr. J. G. Townes.
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disseminated crystallized sulphur, both in hard brown,
gray, and black material, which is conglomeratic as at 8.
The brown and black material is more mixed than usual,
black masses oc6urring in the brown material. In fact,
this deposit displays the characteristics of both 8 and 16.
Some sulphur of a silvery lustre was also noticed from
near here.
There, are a number of pits, varying in depth from
three to ten feet, scattered around these four cuts. Most
of the deeper ones show a little sulphur in their dumps,
which are badly weathered.
(14) Gray brown, gypsiferous earth, and a darker brown ma-
terial are seen at this point. Three feet of the bottom
ground contains considerable sulphur, disseminated and
in seams, some of the seams being three-fourths of an
inch thick.
(15) On the north side of this open cut, the upper five feet of
the section exposedconsist of brown, black-spotted, com-
pact, earthy, gypsiferous material containing some sul-
phur quite generally disseminated, but sometimes more
concentrated in places, and there are many crystals of
selenite. The lower three feet consist of a mixed dark
brown and black, gypsiferous material, apparently con-
taining more sulphur than the brown material above, the
generaloccurrence beingmuch the same in both places.
The brown material is conglomeratic in places, con-
taining pebbles of flint and quartz, and altered pebbles,
which were probably once limestone. On the south side
of this cut there is exposedmuch the same general con-
dition of the brown and black material, although it is
more altered than the material above. It contains many
acicular crystals of selenite,and sulphur as disseminated
crystals, insmall masses, and some fibrous banded layers
up to an inch and ahalf in thickness. The fibrous seams
of the sulphur are at right angles to the general direc-
tion of the crevices or solution channels. These appear
to pitch toward the south at about asixty degree angle.
This general condition persists on both sides of the cat
west to the track, except that on the south side the black
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material comes closer to the surface, about four feet of
it being exposed. Here it has a banded and rolling ap-
pearance, and is cavernous.
(16) There are three drifts here under about an 8-foot capping.
At the entrance of the one nearest to 15 there is exposed
a 4-foot layer of the black material with' a wellmarked,
although irregular, contact with the hard, brown, por-
ous material above. At the back of the drift this thick-
ness decreases to about two feet. Considerable selenite
is scattered throughout the ground. Much of the sul-
phur in the lower part of the black material is like
kaolin in texture. It is present in well-defined, irregular
or wavy,bands or layers. Inplaces, some of these bands
have a fracture at right angles to their longitudinalex-
tent. Some bands are two or more inches in thickness.
In the upper part of the black material;and in the lower
two or three feet of the brown material, there are many
cavities or openspaces, and manyof these are lined with
beautifully crystallized sulphur. Some of the crystal-
lized sulphur is greenish-yellow. The upper part of the
dark material is lighterthan the lowerpart,and the sul-
phur in the brown material seems to show a preference
for the browner, more altered, and more porous parts.
The conditions outlined above hold true for the other
two drifts. A white efflorescence of salt was noted on
the brown and to a lesser extent on the black material
at the back of the drift. This is most likely caused by
surface seepage and evaporation.
(17) The physical conditions exposedhere are much the same
as those described under 16, except that the sulphur
showing, which is quite rich there, gradually diminishes
in this direction until very little is present here.
(18) A three-foot exposureof the black material is exposedhere,
the sulphur showing up well again. Otherwise, the
ground is similar to that at 16 and 17. This continues
z around wherever the cut is exposed all the way to 19
and 20. The drift at 21is on the contact between the
black and brown material, which-is almost directly over-
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head practically up to 22, where the black condition
either stops or swings out of the drift.
The brown material here displays theusual character-
istics, but it has here much disseminated sulphur, and
considerable banded sulphur, especially nearthe contact,
where it is quite rich. Some distance before 22 is
reached, sheet's of the most beautifully crystallized em-
erald green sulphur start in and persist to 22.
(23) The brown material, with apparentlya decreasing sulphur
content, persists to here.
(24) Shallow pit. The dump shows a little sulphur in a dark,
altered, gypsiferous deposit, containing selenite.
(25) Like 24.
(26) Shaft about 30 feet deep, containing several feet of water.
Material on the dump shows sulphur occurring as layers,
incrustations and seam fillings in white or gray friable
material,and inthe cavernous darker rock. The darker
parts contain the greaterpart of the sulphur. Some of
the cavities^ in the darker portions contain a thin lining
that looks like wad.
(27) Two 10-foot pits, in white or gray friable, gypsiferous
earth, containing a very little sulphur, apparently from
near the surface.
(28) A low knoll or elevation,covered with fragmentsof Rustler
dolomite.
The GeorgetownProspect
■ This deposit is located on ahill inSection 10, Block 42, some
two and a half miles southwest of Rustler Springs, and about
one-half mile west of the main body of the Rustler Hills.
Rustler dolomite or dolomitic limestone evidently once entirely
covered this hill,as broken pieces are at present scattered all
around. There aremany small hills in' this vicinity, at varying
distances .from the main Rustler Hills. Practicallyall of these
hills exhibit the rounded appearance due to the presence of the
limestone or dolomite. Evidently this has once been present
and has beenrecentlyremoved by erosion. Some of the gypsum
in the hillmay have originallybeen limestone, later altered by
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sulphuric acid. The odor of hydrogen sulphide is quite per-
ceptible.
The showinghere is good, and six shallow pits and cuts con-
tain sulphur, some of it quite rich. The pits are somewhat
scattered, some of them being as much as 150 feet apart. The
occurrence of sulphur here is quite typical, occurring in white
to gray decomposed gypsum, which has the usual leached ap-
pearance. There is- one showing near the top of the' hill, the
sulphur lying just under a ledgeof harder material. The ledge
in this case may have acted as a capping against which the
sulphur was retained. A test of a recent Julus, incrusted with
sulphur, was pickedup in this immediate vicinity.
The Cooksey Prospect
This property is west of the Rustler Hills and is located in
Sections 10 and 15, Block 114. By automobile road to the
Michigan it is distant from that property about 7 miles; and
from Orla, about 25 miles.
Hills capped with the Rustler formation extend to within a
short distance of this place, and smallhills covered with rem-
nants of this rock extend some distance beyond. This, taken
in connection with the abundance of dolomitic limestone or
dolomitic pebbles present in the local conglomerates, shows that
the Rustler dolomite or dolomitic limestone once covered this
area, and has been removed by erosion.
This vicinity shows the same monotony of exposures as the
area justeast of the Rustler Hills,except that redbedmaterials
are lacking. The surface around here is covered with alluvial
gypsum or gypsite, with more or less frequent exposures of
massive Castile gypsum and the patches of fragmentalRustler
mentioned above. Flint pebblesare abundant and widespread.
Gypsiferous conglomeratesare quiteabundant,the pebbles con-
sisting chiefly of flint and dolomite or dolomitic limestone. A
little sandstone is present at times.
Considerable work has been done here and an old retort is
still standing, minus the lower part used for extracting the
sulphur from the rock with super-heatedsteam. It is said that
about 75 tons of very pure sulphur were produced! Most of
Plate 5
a. Rustler Hills, looking south from about the center of the Michigan
Sulphur and Oil Company's property. Gypsite covering in the foreground.
b. Best showing of sulphur on the Cooksey Prospect. Brown earthy siliceous
material overlain by a thin capping of gypsite. A picked sample
from here contained 41.8 per cent of free sulphur.
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Plate 6
a. Furnace on the Cooksey Prospect.
Said to have produced 75 tons of
sulphur;built about 1900. The foundation
of the furnace rests on Castile
gypsum. Rustler Hills in the
distance.
b. StinkingSeep. Looking to the northwest. A rusty brown incrustation
now being deposited here on the gypsite contained 3.2 per cent of free
sulphur. Typical Castile gypsum outcrops in the vicinity.
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the work was done in an open cut, quite irregular in outlines,
and running almost north and south; its greatest dimensions
being approximately200 feet in length, 80 feet in width, and 6
feet indepth. In this open cut there are several pits, cuts, and
trenches. The best- exposure of sulphur-bearing rock is in the
extreme northeasternpart of the workings and consists of a
bank about 25 feet long and 5 or 6 feet high. The sulphur
begins to show beneath about three feet of gypsiferous earth.
It is brown,porous and earthy, but quite hard, highly siliceous
material. Insome places it shows a conglomeraticnature,flint
pebblespredominating. The sulphur carrying rock has amax-
imum thickness of about 5 feet; the mineralization is not uni-
form, however, the upper two feet appearingtobe the richest.
Sulphur is present as a variety having a silvery or metallic
lustre, filling small cracks and fissures. It is in part banded.
Yellow sulphur, exhibiting all shades from lemon to greenish
yellow, is generally crystalline here,,but also massive. It oc-
curs along seams or in somewhat porous places, and very fre-
quently crystallizeson the silvery sulphur, showing that it is a
later deposit. A nearbypit exhibited a gray gypsiferous and
sandy conglomerate,containing pebbles of flint up to 14 inch in
diameter, and crystals of selenite. Towards the center of the
opencut there are several pits. The greatest depth reached by
these pits beneath the original surface is not much more than
twelve feet. The section exposedby these pits consists chiefly
of brown earthymaterial, quite hard in places, except in the
lowest parts, where there is some irregularly black-banded,
partly crystallized gypsiferous material, and conglomerate.
Flint pebbles are plentiful in the conglomerate and it contains
considerable sand.' Some crystallized yellow and greenish yel-
low sulphur was presentin the black-banded material.
About 200 feet southeast of here there isan exposureof what
is apparently a vein of secondary gypsum, containing a little
crystallizedsulphur increvices.
The Stinking Seep Prospect
Stinking Seep, sometimes called Chemical Springs, is prob-
ably located on Section 44, Block 60, about 3 miles northwest
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of the Cooksey. It is a small springhighly charged with salts
andhydrogen sulphide, and probably some sulphuric acid. Al-
though the quantity of water that flows here to the southeast
is not large, yet a considerable area is influenced by it, judging
frpm the lack of vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the
springs.
Considerable fine sand was noticed just east of the spring.
An outcrop of white massive Castile gypsum occurs at the east
end of the spring, the waters passingover it. Yellow incrusta-
tions occur in abundance over the whole area that has been
worked over by the spring waters. Just north of the spring
heavybeds of massive Castile gypsum outcrop in the form of
low hills,capped with white tobrown granular limestone,prob-
ably of secondary origin. Four shallow pits in this vicinity
show a little sulphur. The sulphur occurs as crystals and in-
crustations in friable decomposedgypsum, insmall white areas
that have apparentlybeen leached by water.
Deposits near Walker's Ranch
A six-foot pit located in the southeast corner of Section 4,
Block 109, shows decomposed white grayish gypsum, at the
surface, then typical brown, earthy, siliceous material to the
bottom. Some small vertical seams of sulphur were noticed in
the sides of the pit.
In the southern part of Section 4, Block 109, there is a six-
foot pit situated in the midst of a large white, leached area,
some hundred feet in diameter. This pit exposes in the order
named typical gypsite at the surface, white to graydecomposed
gypsum, then brown earthy material in one side, and more or
less of the fine-banded gypsum. The banded gypsum contains
in places fragments of thin-bedded, brown, bituminous lime-
stone, smaller fragments of which are also scattered through-
out the decomposed gypsum. A little sulphur was noticed in
one corner of the pit. Considerable yellow sulphur, both
crystallized and massive, is present throughoutthe small dump,
from this pit, some fragments being quite rich., This is also
the onlyplace noted where sulphur occurs as a coating on the
bituminous limestone. The limestone does not exhibit any
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marked alternation and probably effected no selective action on
the sulphur emanations,other thanthat itwas the most conven-
ient area for deposition.
There is a five foot pit about 150 feet northeast of the pit
described above. The section exposed here is similar to the
section exposed there, except that the thin-bedded bituminous
limestone is lacking. Sulphur occurs in the banding in the
badly decomposed white gypsiferous earth and in a brown
earthy material. Besides the yellow sulphur, both crystalline
and massive, alittle silver sulphur was also noticed.
A fine showingof sulphur wasnoted ina three'foot pit, which
is probably in the southwest corner of Section 4, Block 109.
The sulphur at this place occurs in gray brown gypsum, some
of it apparently oncebanded,and alsoinbrown,compact, earthy
material. Massive banded sulphur, crystalline yellow sulphur,
and massive silver sulphur are all present. There is more of
the silver sulphur here than at any other place noticed. A
somewhat concentric structure is developedin places in the
banded yellow sulphur. A two foot assessment pit located fif-
teen feet northeast of here, shows the effects of water action,
but no sulphur. Fifteen feet west of the three foot pit, good
sulphur is present just below the surface.
On the southwest quarter of Section 9, Block 109, there is a
good showingof sulphur on the south side, where some stripping
has been done,and also on the top of oneof the low gypsum hills,
capped with limestone. These are characteristic of the west-
ernbelt covered by the Castile gypsum. The limestone is quite
similar to the capping at the Grant, a brown minutely banded,
somewhat bituminous limestone, with layers, sometimes several
inches thick, of hard, massive, dark brown and highly bitum-
inous limestone.
The hill is badly broken down, and small blocks of the lami-
nated rock are tilted at all angles to their original position.
Both the yellow and silvery varieties of sulphur' were noticed.
The yellow sulphur occurs as incrustations or fillings, both
crystalline and massive. A very little silvery sulphur occurs
in small seams. In this hill the occurrence of the sulphur is
invariably associated with white, decomposedpatches of gypsif-
erous material appearing on the surface of the ground, which
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look as if they might be leached by seepage. These patches
vary from 20 to 50 feet in diameter, although they are not al-
ways circular in outline. The original banded layers can be
traced grading into the white-gray, decomposedmaterial. In
some places harder layers have resisted erosion and form very
small cliffs, from beneath which the water seems to have come,
the hard layers perhapspreventingitfrom rising to the surface.
In the northeast corner of Section 10, Block 109, there is a
seven foot pit showing a foot of white gray gypsite at the
surface, and below this brown earthy material to the bottom.
The lower two feet contain yellow sulphur, and yellowish green
crystallized sulphur occurs in seams and open places. There
are also streaks of silvery sulphur.
The dump consists of white gray gypsite containing selenite
and considerable weathered yellow sulphur is present, some of
it being more than an inch in thickness. This sulphur on the
dump probably came from the very top of the pit. Gas was
noticeable at all of the sulphur exposures in this vicinity, both
H2S and SO2.
At all of these exposures there wasabareleached areaaround
the sulphur, with the ground white to grayincolor andslightly
sunken,apparently due to the action of circulating or stagnant
water. These shallow depressions are more or less circular or
oval, from 20 to 100 feet in diameter, and are characterized
by a lack of vegetation. Some of these depressions were no-
ticed where there was, apparently, no sulphur at the surface.
Prospects on and near the University Lands
In the northeast part of Section 1, Block 46, and in Section
7,Block 115, there are sulphur occurrences located on the west
side of a hill whose longer axisruns approximately from north
to south. Thehill islargely composed of fine-banded gypsum,
covered in many places with white to gray gypsiferous earth.
Selenite is abundant in the gypsum. One mass of selenite was
several feet across. This was seen on the westernedge of the
hill. Severalravines have cut their trenches into the hill,their
courses varying from northwest to southwest. The capping of
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the hill consists of an altered limestone, quite cavernous and
the crevices containing much stalactitic material.
The sulphur occurs around the western edge of the hill in
white, more or less circular or oval, areas, sometimes seen to
be depressed below the general surface of the land. These
have perhapsbeen formed by the action of moving acid waters,
either descending or ascending, which have decomposed and
worked over the gypsumand limestone,in the immediate vicin-
ity. The worked-over areas in this vicinity are small, gen-
erally not over 30 feet in diameter.
The sulphur occurs as thin incrustations in the banding of
thin-bedded gypsum,and incracks in the same rock. It is also
present as a closely granular form in white or gray gypsiferous
earth, which contains in places much selenite. In places, sul-
phur is present as massive incrustations on broken or exposed
beddingplanes and other surfaces. Straight bands of sulphur,
slightly elevated above the surfaceof themore massive incrusta-
tions in some places tend to enclose diamond shaped cavities.
These may have been formed by the solution of the gypsum,
which was partly inclosed by the cracks filled with sulphur.
Five claims have been filed on this land, covering all of the
known sulphur exposures. There are five shallow cuts, two
pits, and one pit and cut combined.
No sulphur was noticed in any of the pits below the upper
two feet. Hydrogensulphide was perceptible atall of the open-
ings. Two of the pits contain standing water. On the edge
of the pit in the combined pit and cut, in the inside wall of
which a gypsum vein is discernible, there is a timber, probably
placed in position during the progress of the work. This has
been so completely attacked by acid fumes, that itis completely
charred.
The Grant Mines Property and Vicinity
There are three hills, all possibly the remains of a former
hill,on the easternsection line of Section 18, Block 61, Township
2. Thesehills are interesting,not alone from the fact that there
is a sulphur occurrence here, but also because of the structural
relations shown. The three hills may be more properly re-
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garded as two, and may be conveniently referred to as the east
hill and the west hill, the west hill having two peaks with a
saddle between them.
The lower part of the westhill is composed of thinly banded
gray gypsum, the bands being from one-fifteenth of an inch to
a half inch in thickness. Between the bands there is a thin
layeror parting composedof dark brown bituminous calcareous
material. These thin bands are complexly folded. The min-
ute folds are sometimes not more than a quarter-inch from
crest to crest. At times they flattenand give out bothvertically
and horizontally, and then commence again. An incline in the
east side of this hill exposes about 40 feet of this gypsum,' and
itis quite uniform throughout. The only variation noticed was
a varietyhaving.a little sulphur associated with selenite oc-
curring as incrustations in minute fissures and along the band-
ing. The main beds exposed are also folded, the folds being
several feet wide from crest to crest. Both the minute and
the more extensive folding may be due to the swelling ac-
companying the hydration of anhydrite, and its
tion into gypsum; or the finer folding may have been ripple
marks originally, which have been later intensified and dis-
tortedby either the swelling incident to recrystallizationor by
pressure due to slumping. The larger folding may also have
been caused by slumping. The very thinpartings of bitumin-
ous limestone probably represent the deposition at times when
the salinity of the water was diminished by overflows. PI. 7.
The upper part and capping of this hill is composed of a
weathered, cavernous, somewhat bituminous limestone, very
minutely banded; the bands are much distorted and broken.
About half way up this hill there is a thin layer, apparently less
than two feet thick, of hard, thinly-bedded limestone. It is
finely crystalline, dark brown,highly bituminous,and the lay-
ers averagea half inch in thickness. It seems tobe very little
altered and is present on the sides of the easthill. Fragments
of this limestone were traced from here south about a quarter
of a mile, showing that it was formerly much more widely
distributed.
Theexternal characteristics of the easthill aremuch the same
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work that has been done onboth the east and west sides of this
hill tends to show that the hill has a limestone core and that
solutions havebeen active in and around the outer layer of this
core. An open cut starting at the west base of this hill and
extending eastward, passes through the. solid finely-banded
gypsum, and into about five feet of gray brown, cavernous,
crystallizedgypsum. The contact between these two is vertical
and is clearly defined. Next to the brown and cavernous crys-
talline gypsum,eastward, are about four feet of very fine, fri-
able, white, siliceous material,containing some gypsum. Then
there is about 15 feet of white, brown, and,black-banded gyp-
sum, and limestone containing patches of selenite. This gyp-
sumis evidently altered limestone, for inplaces the two merge
and it is impossible to see where the limestone stops and the
gypsumbegins. This grades into more solid black gray lime-
stone, cavernous and decomposedinplaces. Small fillings and
incrustations of sulphur were noted inplaces,and some sulphur
dust (small fragments) was taken from a small cavity in the
working face.
In thin section this limestoneis seen tobe composed of inter-
locking grains of calcite. It has the appearanceof being con-
siderably altered. Italso contains bituminous material. From
the top of this open cut, the rock has been stripped toward the
summit for some distance. The limestone exposed here is very
finely banded, minutely folded;it is graybrown from the bitu-
men it contains. Many minute cracks and fissures, especially
alongthe beddingplanes, werenoted, quitea few of them being
wholly or in part filled with secondary gypsum. A little sul-
phur was also frequently seen to be depositedon the secondary
gypsum. These fissures andsmall caverns were possiblycaused
by the same solutions that were active in forming the altered
material in the opencut below, for theybecome lesspronounced
as the distance from theouter edge increases. About two-thirds
of the wayup the hill and a short distance north of the open
cut, there is an exposure of sulphur occurring in decomposed
friable, brown gray or white, gypsiferous material. At this
point considerable hydrogensulphide is given off at times.
At about the same elevation and just south of the line of
the opencut, there is anaturalshaft-like opening, said tobe 100
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feet deep and tohave been lined inplaces with sulphur, which
has been removed during some work done several years ago.
An incrustation of sulphur was noticed on the wall just
above the mouth of the shaft. There was also a vertical gyp-
sum vein, about four inches thick, in the south wall. It con-
sists of decomposedearthy material. Sometimes the hydrogen
sulphide issuing from this shaft is perceptible at a distance
of fifty feet or more.
On the east side of this hill and about two-thirds up its side,
stripping has uncovered a good showing of sulphur-bearing
rock, for a distance of about 40 feet. This deposit, where ex-
posed, has a thickness of about four feet, and certain parts of
it are very rich. Directly incontact with the sulphur, the con-
taining rock is white and altered, but a short distance away,
where it has evidently not been altered, by the hydrogen sul-
phide, the limestone is practically identical with that occurring
in the open cut on the west side.
A few feet below this sulphur exposure an opencut has gone
in far enoughto show that the limestone is very similar to that
in the "other open cut. But the mineralizing action has been
less intense around the outer edge. A lump of sulphur was
noticed from thiscut, and inplacesthe cavitiesin the rock were
lined withpetroliferous material.
Open cut on Section 8,Block 61
The thin-banded condition of the gypsumpersists northwest-
erly from the Grant, and a little white massive gypsumappears
here and there on the surface. This becomes more calcareous
as the base of the gypsumis approached.
There are several hills northeast of .the Grant that have a
similar capping of weathered limestone. In fact, between the
north.and south limits covered, this capping seems tobe quite
typical for the western edge of the gypsum.
About one mile north of the Grant, and probably on the
extreme western edge of Section 8, is a shallow pit, showing
some yellow sulphur inloose,decomposed, white to graygypsite
or gypsiferous earth. The odor of hydrogensulphide is read-
ilyperceptible at this locality.
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Other Sulphur Locations Reported
A number of other reported locations of sulphur were ob-
tained from authentic sources. These are onSections 9, 10, 11,
13 and 14, Block 111; Sections 5 and 24, Block 109 ;Sections
10, 11, 18, 19, 22, and 23, in Block 115;Sections 15 and 16,
[Block 60, Tsp. 2;Sections 16 and17, Block 61, Tsp.2;Sections
48, Block 62, Tsp.1.
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Types of Sulphur
From the descriptions of the local deposits of sulphur occur-
ring in this field, it will be seen that some distinctions can be
made of different forms the sulphur deposits have assumed. We
may group these into a few general types, which cannot, how-
ever, be said to be distinguishable inevery case, but which merge
very frequently into each other. A study of these types and
their relation to the different kinds of matrix, or containing
rock, is quite instructive and suggestive of the conditions under
which mineralization has taken place. The most readily dis-
tinguishable types are as follows:
1...Ye110w crystallized sulphur is very common; especially
when it occurs in association with brown, porous, siliceous ma-
terial, in which it is usually well disseminated. The common
size of the crystals is from a pin point up to about one-eighth
inch in diameter. Some of the crystals in the massive gypsum
may become much larger than this size. The color varies from
resin-yellow to greenish-yellow.
Occurrences of this typeof sulphur were noted in the follow-
inglocations: On Section 34, Block 70; Johnson;Kyle; Section
14, Block 113: Section 1, Block 111; Spann-Felch; Michigan;
Georgetown; Cooksey; Stinking Seep; Section 4, Block 109;
Section 9, Block 109'; Grant.
2...Ye110w massive sulphur is the most common variety of
sulphur, forming the bulk of the deposits. It occurs in seams,
layers arid masses, ranging in thickness from that of a knife
blade edge up to a foot or more. It sometimes exhibits banded
or concentric layered structures, as if the layers had been de-
posited around a common center. The color varies from drab
yellow and greenishyellow to very light yellow.
Occurrences were noted at the Johnson; Kyle;Dot; Spann-
Felch;Michigan; Georgetown; Cooksey; Stinking Seep; Section
4,Block 109; Section 9, Block 109; Section 10, Block 109;Grant;
Section 8, Block 61; UniversityLands.
3...Green crystallized sulphur occurs rather sparingly, the
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Michigan being the only property where it was noted as occur-
ring in any abundance. The size of the crystals noted ranged
from almost microscopic size to about one-quarter of an inch in
diameter. The color ranges from emerald green to yellowish
green.
This variety of sulphur has probably been deposited both
from gases and gases in solution in water. The green color is
probably due to contained impurities, although it is possible
that physical properties also affect the optical qualities of the
sulphur.
Occurrences of this typeof sulphur werenoted at the Spann-
Felch;Michigan;Cooksey;and Section 10, Block 109.
4...There is also a green massive variety of sulphur. Occur-
rences of this type are very rare, and form no appreciable por-
tion of the depositsIhave found. It occurs in thin layers, and
is of a yellowish green color. This was noted at the Cooksey;
Kyle;and Spann-Felch properties.
5...One variety of sulphur is silvery white and massive.
This occurs frequently, but in small quantities. It occurs in
some abundance near Walker's Ranch on Section 4, Block 109.
It usually is found in minute seams, although in places masses
several inches thick were noted. It was seen at the Johnson;
Kyle; Michigan; Cooksey; Section 4, Block 109; Section 9,
Block 109;Section 10, Block 109.
6...Last we can distinguisha cream-colored massive or kaolin-
like sulphur. This occurs only rarely, but is present in some
quantity at the Michigan. It there forms masses or layers up
to several inches in thickness. This type was seen only at the
Michigan and the Grant properties.
Kinds of matrix containing sulphur
The surface of this district may be said to be almost every-
where covered with gypsite or gypsiferous earth. This surface
material in part represents the weathered remnant of the orig-
inal sediments of gypsum, limestone, and dolomite or conglom-
erate, constituting the mantle rock and the bed rock of the
region. In fact, in various places it can be traced, grading into
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pure gypsum and limestone, and into brown earthy, siliceous
material, evidently derived from the bedrock.
Gypsite consists of gray brown to dirty gray soil, usually
unconsolidated at the surface, but fairly compact at a shallow
depth. Flint pebbles are spread over practically the entire area,
and locally there are layers of conglomerate consisting of flint
or dolomite pebbles, or of the two combined. In places, consid-
erable quantities of sulphur are contained in this superficial
material, but it usually is not as rich in sulphur as the under-
lying materials to which it gives way when followed down-
ward.
Over the entire district, with the possible exceptions of the
extremenorthwest and southeast extensions of the field, we find
a brown, siliceous material underlying the gypsite veneer. By
analysis this has been found to consist almost entirely of silica,
but inplacesit contains also muchselenite. It grades downward
into a dark gypsiferous, cavernous and porous ground In
places, these two materials are very much intermixed. This
deeper-lying brown material is conglomeratic in places, with
usually flint pebbles or pebbles which probably were originally
limestone, but now consist of gypsum or even of siliceous ma-
terial. This soft ground contains much sulphur, both massive
and crystalline, the crystallized sulphur being usually well dis-
seminated inallcavities.
A dark ground is present all over the district usually under-
lying the brown material. It possesses many characteristics in
common with the brown ground, but it contains much more
gypsum than the brown ground and it is less porous. It is
typically a dark gray to black, compact earth, quite frequently
porous, and even cavernous; containing an abundance of gyp-
sum; both in the form of gypsite and selenite. It is very fre-
quently conglomeratic, and contains beds or patches of dol-
omite and altered conglomerate, the altered pebbles probably
havingbeen limestone,now altered to gypsite. Much sulphur is
present in this material, both massive and crystalline. More
sulphur of massive textureoccurs in this material than is found
in the overlying brown ground. Crystallized sulphur is, as a
rule, not so generally distributed in this ground.
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Where the gypsum of the bed rock outcrops and has not been
badly weathered, it consists of massive white alabaster. This
holds true everywhere with the exception of the extreme western
belt, where the gypsum is divided into thin layers by limy, bitu-
minous partings. Both crystallized and massive sulphur occurs
in this alabaster, but where seen, the occurrences were of no
importance.
The accompanying table has been prepared to more clearly
elucidate the relations noted in the distribution of different
forms of sulphur to different types of rock and ground in which
the sulphur is lodged.
Table showing, in number of times observed in the field, the
frequency of association of different types of sulphur
with different kinds of matrix in which
the sulphuroccurs.
Chemical compositionof the Sulphur and of its Matrices
Sulphur analyses
The amount of time available for field work in this district
did not permit of a thorough sampling of the deposits. How-
ever,anumber of sampleswere taken inorder to obtain a general
idea of how much sulphur the better grades of the material
carried. The analyses of these samples for sulphur are given
below. Three of the samples were tested qualitatively, for
arsenic, with negative results. These analyses show variations
between wide limits, and it is to be expected that the individual
deposits will vary in the samemanner. It seems that all of the
localities contain some rich pockets.
Kinds o Matrix
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Analyses of samples of medium and highgrade sulphur ore, from
the Rustler Springs SulphurField.
Analyses by J. E. Stullken.
*Sulphur extracted with carbon bisulphide
LIST OF SAMPLES
1. Picked sample of drab brown, irregularly thin-banded, clay-like sulphur from the
Johnson Prospect.
2. Picked sample of brown, earthy material from the main exposure at the Kyle
Prospect.
3. Picked sample of yellow conglomeratic material from the main exposure at the
Kyle Prospect.
4. Black gypsiferous material from the dump at pit No. 5 on the Spann-Felch
Holdings.
5. Dark gypsiferous conglomeraticmaterial from beneath the hardconglomeratelayer
on the north side of 8 (see sketch map) Michigan Sulphur and Oil Company.
6. Picked sample of dark gypsiferous material from above the hard conglomerate
layer mentioned under sample No. 5.
7. Mixed brown and black conglomeraticmaterial from the southwest corner of 8 (see
sketch map). Some of the black material contains metallic sulphides. From the
Michigan Sulphur and Oil Company.
8. Altered conglomerate from the north side of locality 8, marked onsketch map of
the Michigan Sulphur and Oil Company property.
9. Picked sample of black gypsiferous material from locality 16, marked on sketchmap of Michigan Sulphur and Oil Company property. Contains cream-colored or
kaolin-like and greenish yellow crystallized sulphur.
10. Brown earthy material overlying the material of sample No. 9.
11. Picked sample of brown earthy and black conglomeratic material from locality
marked 13 on sketch map of Michigan Sulphur and Oil Company property.
12. Picked sample of gypsite from the Georgetown Prospect.
13. Picked sample of brown earthy siliceous material from the main exposure at tht
Cooksey Prospect.
14. Black banded gypsiferous material from the Cooksey Prospect.
15. Yellow incrustation now being deposited at Stinking Seep.
16. Picked sample of sulphur from near Walker's Ranch, probably in the southwest
corner of Section 4, Block 109.
17. Sample of massive sulphur from the east side of the east hill, Grant Mines
Property.
18. Sample of gypsite from the University lands.
Analyses were also made of several of the typical materials,
with which the sulphur is associated. In the table below these
analyses are brought together to facilitate comparison. These
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lective action on the depositionof sulphur, maybe roughly di-
vided into three classes;siliceous deposits, gypsiferous deposits,
and deposits containing much bauxite. However, no hard a,nd
fast line can be drawn between the three classes. They grade
one into the other. This is to be expected, as their composition
depends both upon the nature of the original sediments and the
degree of alteration to which they have been subjected by the
processes resulting in deposition of the sulphur.
Mineral analyses of sulphur-bearingdeposits from the Rustler
Springs Sulphur Field.
J. E. Stullken, Analyst.















































































Total 99.66 99.99 99.53 100.68 100.21100.51
Bauxite present 42.23 None 7.65 None
(a) Drab-colored porous rock containing much sel
34, Block 70. Sample taken by Dr. J. A. D(b) Pure white clay-like material containing consi
east corner of Section 13, Block 70. Sample
(c) Clay from the southeast comer of Section 13,Martin, Jr., Toyah, Texas.
(d) Siliceous gypsite. Typical rock from the Joh
(c) Dark gypsiferous and conglomeratic material f
layer on the north side of locality marked 8
Sulphur and Oil Company property.
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Probable origin of the sulphur
The facts that hydrogen sulphide gas is encountered all over
this area, that sulphur is being deposited at the present time
from the oxidation of this gas in solution or otherwise, and
that much of the crystallized .sulphur, judging by its location,
must have been depositedby gases;lead one to believe that this
mode of deposition was of considerable, if not of primary, im-
portance in forming this deposit. The deposition of sulphur
from this source seems to have dependedlargely upon the poros-
ity of the inclosing material. It has been proved by Winograd-
sky that there are bacteria possessing the power to oxidize
hydrogen sulphide to form sulphur.* Some of the sulphur,
notably the light yellow kaolin-like variety, may be due to the
deposition of colloidal sulphur from solution, since it has been
proved that this can take place.**
It is nota very easy matter, however, to say just what is the
ultimate source of the hydrogen sulphide. There are no evi-
dences of volcanic disturbances in this district, and the nearest
volcanic rocks are some forty miles distant, so it is not believed
that the gases are due to dying vulcanism. Some of thesulphur
may be formed by the action of hydrogen sulphide on calcium
carbonate, which also produces gypsum. Some of the conglom-
erate beds, the pebbles in which were undoubtedlyonce carbon-
ates, now altered to gypsum and containing sulphur, in places
perhaps as replacements, lend some force to this view.
From the close association here of sulphur, gypsum, oil or
bituminous material, it would seem possible, as advocated by
most authors, that the sulphur has been formed from the reduc-
tion of gypsum by organic acids, but for the fact that this reac-
tion, with one exception, has never been satisfactorily demon-
strated in the laboratory under conditions approximating those
obtaining in the field. The one exception noted was an experi-
ment made by Hoppe-Seyler in 1886, using methane as the
♥TheOrigin of SulphurDeposits,by O. Stutzer, translatedby W. C.Phalen,
Economic Geology, Vol. 7, No. 8, p. 742.
**U. S. Geol. Surv., Bull. 530: "Two Sulphur Deposits in Mineral County,
Colorado", by Esper S. Larsen andJ. Fred Hunter; pp. 363-369.
Plate 8
a. Cliff on Delaware Creek, about one mile east of Delaware Springs. May represent
the transition beds between the Delaware and the Castile Formation. Alternating
limy and shaly beds down to yellow sandstone at the water's edge. There are
some 20 feet of finely banded limestone at the top.
b. Typical plain of the Delaware Formation. Looking east from the top of a limestone-
cappedsandstone mesa. Edge of mesa shows in the foreground.
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reducing agent. However, ithas been shown that this reducing
action readily takes place under bacterial influence.* It would
be practically impossible, without extensive researches, to say
just what part the reduction of gypsum, either with or without
bacterial influence, has played in the formation of the sulphur.
A study of the log of the Troxel well shows that pyrite is
abundant almost from the top to the bottom, while bituminous
material is present quite frequently from 680 feet to the bottom
of the well. Now, hydrogen sulphide maybe formed both from
the oxidation of pyrite and the decomposition of organic ma-
terial. Judging from the Troxel well section, there must be
considerable quantities of both materials in the Castile Gypsum
and in the upper part of the Delaware Mountain formation,
and the hydrogen sulphide may have been derived from either
one or both of these sources. Judging, however, from the fact
that the pyrite is usually unaltered, and that the organic ma-
terial has been altered,either insitu or at greater depths, as the
presence of oil indicates, it seems more reasonable to suppose
that at least the greaterpart of the hydrogen sulphide has been
and is being derived from organic material.
The physical nature of the beds, through which the hydrogen
sulphide had topass, certainly exerted considerable influence on
the deposition of the sulphur. It is possible that those beds
lending themselves most readily to alteration now contain the
bulk of the sulphur. The sulphur dioxide noticeable in anum-
ber of places is probably due to the oxidation of the sulphur.
There are other waysin which sulphur may be formed, but it
is not believed that they were of sufficient importance to be con-
sidered here.
*The Origin of SulphurDeposits. O. Stutzer, translated by W. C. Phalen.
Economic Geology, Vol. 7, No. 8, p. 738.
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Development
It is not known at exactly what date work started in this dis-
trict, but considerable prospecting had been done prior to Dr.
Smith's trip there in 1896. Much of the workspoken of in the
older reports is inaccessible now, due to caving of the ground;
and the sulphur piles, formerly present around some of the pits,
have either been washed away or have been oxidized to the
gaseous state. Considerable work has been done in this district
in the last two years. This later work has been more extensive
and deeper than anything done in the past.
Many considerations enter into a discussion of the commercial
possibilities of these deposits. The district is still in the pros-
pect stage, but what has been shown up is sufficient to justify
further investigation and development. Just how deep the de-
posits extend it is at present impossible to say. The deepest
workings in the district extend down about 43 feet. There is
good sulphur at the bottom of this deepest excavation and it
probably continues for some distance further down. The only
way to ascertain to what depth the deposits extend is to deepen
the workings or to drill.
It may be of some interest in this connection to mention the
fact that two wells drilled in the spring of 1916 by the Calumet
and Arizona Mining Company on their property about 12 miles
northeast of Port Stockton inPecos County, showed much dis-
seminated sulphur ingypsum down to a depthof 550 feet. Cut-
tings from these borings have been examined by Prof. C. L.
Baker from whom the information has been obtained. These
two borings are close together at a point where some fourteen
years ago another boring was made to the depth of 1200 feet.
In this boring considerable sulphur was encountered at depths
between 200 and 600 feet below the surface.* These borings
were made at a point 90 miles southeast from the sulphur fields
in Culberson County. The finding of deep sulphur at this dis-
tance has, of course, no direct bearing on the depth to which
♥UniversityMineral Survey Bulletin 9, November, 1904, p. 65. "Recon-
naissance in Trans-Pecos Texas", by G. B. Richardson.
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sulphur may extend in Culberson County, but the circum-
stances of accumulation of sulphur in both of these places are
probably related. We have at Fort Stockton, underlying the
Comanchean, Permian rocks which are not far from being of
the same age as theunderlyingformations inCulberson County.
The source of the sulphur is probably some deeperunderlying
beds inboth localities, asinmany cases there is nothing on the
surface to indicate the presence of the sulphur below.
Sulphur is such a low priced commodity that a considerable
tonnage should be blocked out before any attempt is made to
extract and market the product. This does not mean that a
great deal of experimenting should not also be done in order
to try to improve the present method of steam extraction. This
process probably does not extract more than two-thirds of the
contained sulphur.* As the deposits lie quite close to the sur-
face, the mining of the sulphur-bearing rock can be done very
cheaply.
Good water is very scarce in this region. A limited supply of
water rather highly charged with mineral salts can be obtained
by drillingin various places, mostly in the beds of gypsum in
the draws.
There is no permanent fuel supply in the country. Local
groves of juniper would furnish fuel for a limited period. Coal
will sooner or later have to be imported. The cost of this coal
at any of the properties east of the Eustler Hills would range
from about $4.50 to $7.00 a ton, depending upon the quality.
Up to date, only limited quantities of oil have been found in
this regionand it cannot be counted upon for fuel.
The distance from the nearest railroad is considerable, and
it would not be feasible to build a branch line to the deposits,,
unless production on a very large scale was contemplated, be-
cause the sulphur would constitute practically all of the out-
going freight.
With some work, the wagon roads can be kept in fair condi-
tion, except when it rains, and motor trucks and trailers may
be profitably used.
After the .war, the price of sulphur will probably drop to
♥E.G. Woodruff, U. S. Geol. Surv. Bull. 380, pp. 373-380.
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somewhere near that point which it occupied before the war,
and this fact should be remembered in considering future devel-
opment.
It is hardly possible that.the Culberson County sulphur can
compete in the eastern market with the Louisiana-Texas coastal
deposits, and thus it appears probable that a, westernmarket will
have to be found for any sulphur produced in West Texas. If
one company could acquire control of several of. the properties
on which some development has been done, their chances of suc-
cess:would be muchbetter than the chances of smaller companies
operating independently.
In conclusion,Imay say that in my judgment it will take
the most economical and intelligent working and it will also
require considerable capital to place any of these properties on
a payingbasis. ,
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Water Resources
Water is scarce in the entire field, and little has as yet been
done to develop what water resources there maybe in existence-
Natural underground waters are to be expected to be highly-
mineralized. Even surface waters, except after heavy rains,.
are high insolvent solids. For dscussion of earlier observations.
on this subject, the reader is referred to G. B. Richardson '»
Report of a Reconnaissance in Trans-Pecos Texas, Bulletin of
the University of Texas No. 23. The following analyses show
the quality of some samples of water collected in that region
recently. The ground waters contain more than twice the
amount of solids found in the already highly concentrated sur-
face waters in these analyses.
(Determinations given in parts per milli >n)
lons determined 3 4 5
Calcium '_._
Magnesium :
Sodium and potassium (calculatedas Sodium)
Sulphate, radicle
Bicarbonate radicle.. : __.
Chloride radicle
Sulphur as Hydrogen Sulphide









































L.From head of draw east of Lindsey's property. (Anal. 3137).
2..Running water in creek northwest of Maverick Spring, Oulberson Count
by W. B. Phillips, Oct. 16, 1916. (Anal. 3138).
3..Water from a big deep pool in draw near road to W. B. Hicks' hous
by W. B. Phillips, Nov. 17, 1916. (Anal. 3134).
4..Water from seep below Maverick Spring; collected by W. B. Phillips
1916. (Anal. 3135).
s..Water. .Water from a well in northwest part of Sec. 1, Block 111, Culberson
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